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TO MY PARENTS
SUMMARY
This thesis concerns the study of a novel method of 
power system digital distance protection, which may pro­
vide the breakthrough required for the implementation of 
faster and more accurate protection schemes than presently 
available. The method employs a frequency domain imped­
ance measurement technique based upon a simplified line 
model and the use of finite Fourier transform coefficients 
in the analysis of very small amounts of information. 
Unlike previously proposed methods, the algorithm does 
not rely on any periodicity in the relaying signals and, 
as a result, it is capable of performing in high transient 
conditions using data of short duration. Operating times 
of 10 msec and less can be achieved and it is envisaged 
that the method will have considerable advantages in short 
and long line distance protection.
The work embraces considerations of the general philo­
sophy behind digital protection schemes, performance stu­
dies of the new method and the investigation of various 
implementation proposals.
The performance of the finite transform technique is 
studied in some detail and, in the analysis, a quasi- 
optimal relationship is developed by which conditions may 
be chosen to ensure acceptable response in the presence of 
noise and various numerical errors.
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The studies show that offset fault current conditions 
can cause some problems in the performance of the algor­
ithms. These conditions are studied in detail and a num­
ber of practical solutions are investigated.
Recently developed frequency domain power system 
simulation techniques are used in studying the performance 
of the new method and the importance of such facilities 
in the development of fast operating protection schemes 
is demonstrated.
The implementation studies are concerned with the 
practical requirements of hardware and software for pro­
tection schemes employing the new method. A brief 
investigation of data acquisition techniques and signal 
levels is made and consideration is given to the speed of 
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1.1 TRENDS IN POWER SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND PROTECTION 
REQUIREMENTS
With the rapid growth in electrical power demand new 
and challenging problems have been presented to the elec­
trical power engineer. Growth in demand has required the 
use of larger generation units, higher voltages and longer 
transmission distances, developments which in turn have 
required the solution to new technical problems concerned 
with power system stability, protection and operation^.
To overcome these problems great effort is being made to 
develop new schemes and techniques for the instrumentation 
iand Control of power systems and demands in the protection 
field are receiving particular attention. •
The use of higher voltage levels and larger genera­
tion units in highly interconnected systems is causing 
greater Concern with stability problems and much research 
effort is being directed into the various techniques of 
improving power system transient stability performance.
A number of methods are available and, in particular, 
turboalternator excitation and governor control techniques 
have been rigorously investigated. However in recent 
years much attention has been given to protection relay 
and Circuit breaker speed and | reliability because of the 
importance that rapid fault isolation has on stability 
Oonsiderations^ ^.
Another development creating protection problems is 
the use of longer transmission distances as generator
1 -
units, for economic and environmental reasons, are being 
placed more and more remotely from the load centres.
These longer distances create problems in the detection 
and efficient clearance of faults for which more accurate 
methods and equipment are required^.
There is a continuing demand therefore for improve­
ments in protection equipment performance particularly in 
the distance protection field concerned with high voltage 
feeders and transmission lines and this thesis is a report 
of work conducted in this field.
1.2 THE.DEVELOPMENT OF DISTANCE PROTECTION TECHNIQUES
With the continuous demand for speed and greater 
accuracy,I protective equipment has evolved over the years 
and new technologies have been incorporated as they have 
appeared^.
One of the earliest electromagnetic relay designs is
7the balanced beam relay in which two magnetic circuits 
are arranged to react at opposite ends of a common beam 
the operate-restraint relationship being proportional to 
the square of the currents. The mechanical time constants 
in the movement give good rejection of high frequency noise 
in the operating signals but the relay is sensitive to 
pulsating torque and is affected by any d.c. offsets.
8The induction disc amplitude comparison relay has a 
greater accuracy than the balanced beam type but suffers 
from similar problems of pulsating torque and offsets.
—  2 ^
A successful induction cup relay was produced by 
W a r r i n g t o n ^ u s i n g  a phase comparison technique and 
having great advantages in operating range. This relay 
has been extensively used.
Much greater sensitivity has been achieved with
11 12 moving iron and moving coil comparators used in con­
junction with rectifier bridge circuits. One cycle 
operation times can be achieved and the relays can operate 
over wide ranges of signal amplitude. These relays have 
been very popular^^.
Electronic valve devices were very slow in finding 
application although they enabled the introduction of 
carrier relaying schemes in 1932^^. Sampling relays 
using valves were available in 1948^^ but they were unpop-
j
ular because of the poor performance of valves in other 
applications.
With the development of the transistor, electronic
techniques have been extensively applied in power system
protection^^. Soon after the invention of the transistor
17in 1948 a phase comparison relay was developed using a 
block-spike principle in which an operating spike was 
derived at the cross-over of a reference signal and gated 
with blocks of other signals. Subsequent transistor 
relay developments have been along similar zero cross-over 
phase comparison lines^^*^^.
The block-spike method was superseded by the block- 
block method by which a Mho characteristic could be
- 3 -
20produced . This relay however had limitations of poor 
transient response and spurious operation preventing its 
commercial exploitation.
Modification to the output stages of the block-block
21 2 2relay produced the block-average relay * with improve­
ments in transient overreach and high frequency immunity.
A basic minimum operating time of 10 msec can be achieved.
The introduction of transistor phase comparison
techniques has enabled the break from the conventional
Mho type of relay characteristic. The need for quadrila-
2 3teral relay characteristics is evident and several
methods are available for achieving them using phase
 ̂ , . 24.25comparison techniques *
The requirement for faster and more accurate relay 
schemes is an ongoing demand and improvements continue to 
be made. Many distance protection problems still require 
solution and the now conventional techniques using zero 
cross-over phase detection seem to be reaching cheir 
limit in regard to speed and accuracy.
It has been realised that the information required 
to locate a fault in a power system should be obtainable 
from the voltages and currents at a relaying point during
Ia very few milliseconds subsequent to the fault. In 
general, techniques designed to do this can not rely on 
the limited and relatively infrequent information derived 
from zero crossings in the relay signals. Furthermore,
I *  typically within five milliseconds
as the period of signal waveform used in making a trip 
decision reduces, the further the waveforms depart from 
the simplified form of sinusoid plus exponential offset.
New breakthroughs are therefore required in order to 
achieve any really significant improvement in relay per­
formance .
In search for new techniques much attention has been 
given to the application of digital computers in the 
power system protection field. The idea of using the 
calculating power of a computer to process signals and 
locate a fault in a short period of time is very attrac­
tive and the possibilities are very promising. Comp^.ters 
are already used extensively in power system control func­
tions and applications in the protection task are seen in 
the not too distant future. ,
1.5 THE USE OF ON-LINE COMPUTERS IN POWER SYSTEM CONTROL 
AND INSTRUMENTATION
The use of computers in the power system field falls 
into the two categories of off-line and on-line applica­
tions. Off-line processing is a well established art, 
large main-frame computers being used to perform load 
flow studies, stability investigations and design functions 
The on-line application of computers for control and 
instrumentation tasks has grown rapidly in the last decade 
with the availability of low cost mini-computers and well 
prqven digital control techniques. Incidents such as 
the U.S. North-East failure in 1965^^ highlighted the
- 5 -
need for more effective automatic control of power systems
and prompted the consideration of computer applications
2 7for network control and operation on an area basis
Much work has been conducted into schemes for automatic 
2 8operation and for assisting network control engineers 
in monitoring, data base management, state estimation and 
display tasks^^*^^.
Using now conventional control techniques, computers 
have found much application in power stations with auto­
matic loading and control of turboalternators, instrumen-
31tation and data logging . There is also work being
conducted into the application of digital techniques to
32generator excitation control
The idea of building a hierarchy of automatic control
at regional, area and local levels is an attractive one
and investigations have been made into extending automatic
3 3control down to the substation level . Applications in
event recording, monitoring and metering have been of
particular interest^"^ as well as more active control 
38 39functions * . Considerable success has now been
achieved in distributed computer data collection and 
supervisory control schemes^^*^^.
1.4 THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN THE POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION 
TASK
The possibility of using computers in the power sys­
tem protection function has been investigated for some 
time"^^'^^. Consideration has been given to the protection
- 6 -
43 44of various plant items such as transformers , busbars 
and general substation r e q u i r e m e n t s ^ ^ b u t  the majority 
of work has gone into transmission line distance protec­
tion because of the need for improvement in this area.
In addition to improving the speed and accuracy of 
response, computers are expected to make other improve­
ments. Firstly, computer systems may be designed to 
self-check their own performance so that internal faults 
may be detected as soon as they occur. This is important 
in the protection field because equipment must be reliable 
at all times. Secondly, greater selectivity can be 
achieved because of the greater accuracy and the capability 
of changing programmed decision factors. The desired 
relay tripping characteristics in general change according 
to network operating conditions and the possibility of 
dynamic characteristic variation is very attractive.
Thirdly the use of computers enables the protection func­
tion to be integrated much more readily into overall net­
work control and operation schemes.
Computers have been particularly slow to find applica­
tion in the protection function compared to other power 
system tasks. This has been largely due to the need for 
confidence and certainty in the application of new techno­
logies in this very important field and hence much trial 
and effort I is required in order to perfect any proposed 
scheme. The schemes proposed so far have not been con­
vincing enough to gain general acceptance and much work
- 7 -
has to be done in finding the riglit philosophy, techniques 
and algorithms.
1.5 OBJECT
This work was initiated to investigate digital distance 
protection possibilities in general and it became apparent 
that breakthroughs were required in the particular tech­
niques and algorithms used in the fault location process 
before any real improvement in speed and accuracy over 
existing schemes could be achieved. A number of existing 
proposals were considered and it became apr>t-̂ ~..t that a 
new look at the transient voltage and current waveforms 
existing in a power system subsequent to a fault was 
required.
Investigations in tlie frequency domain were made and 
a new method was found which holds great promise in 
achieving the improvements desired. Later chapters des­
cribe this method and investigations made to overcome 
various problems which could arise in a practical implemen­
tation. A detailed analysis of implementation techniques 
is discussed and some conclusions about the type of equip­
ment required a^e reached.
It became apparent that conventional relay bench 
testing techniques have great limitations when investigat­
ing the very short period subsequent to power system 
•faults, as appropriate to the location method studied.
A new computer power system simulation technique^^ capable 
of accurately representing the high frequency content of
waveforms over short transient periods was therefore used 
and the investigations reported demonstrate the valuejof 




D I G I T A L  DIS TANC E PROTECT ION SCHEME 
T E C H N I Q U E S  AND PROPOSALS
2.1 THE CENTRALISATION OF DIGITAL PROTECTION SCHEMES
The introduction of on-line computers for performing 
power system instrumentation and control functions and the 
extension of these functions to the protection task has 
affected to some extent the general philosophy behind pro­
posed digital protection schemes. From the outset the 
speed of the computer in performing several concurrent 
tasks has encouraged the centralisation of computer based 
instrumentation and control schemes thereby achieving 
firstly, the cost benefits of reduced hardware and secondly, 
benefits in performance and flexibility in the use of 
collective data banks for the different functions. :
Proposals for computer based protection schemes have 
followed suit with this general philosophy of centralisa­
tion thereby maintaining full utilisation of computer 
hardware . In fact,because the protection function is 
one of the most demanding in terms of computer speed and 
capacity, much effort has been directed towards determining 
central computer requirements for this task. One of the 
first complete central schemes was proposed by Rockefeller^^ 
in which 129 substation a.c. voltages and currents would 
be sampled at 0.5 msec intervals and processed to provide 
protection facilities for the complete substation.
It was clear from Rockefeller’s proposal that, in order
— 10 —
to perform the overall protection tasks of a number of 
plant items,it was necessary to set up a number of moni­
toring levels,which could broadly be classified under the 
categories of fault detection, fault classification and 
fault location. At the fault detection level, a simple 
process must be continuously checking the conditions on 
each phase of each item of plant,in order to rapidly 
detect any abnormality which could indicate a fault condi­
tion. At the fault classification level,the type of 
fault is monitored so that the appropriate combined volt­
ages and currents are passed on to the fault location 
routines. This programming structure achieves the 
speediest location and isolation of a fault whilst releas­
ing as much processor time as possible for other non- 
protective substation functions during healthy conditions. 
The technique has its analogy in the conventional practice 
of switched distance protection schemes in which the 
emphasis is on economy of hardware as opposed to the 
economy of processor time in a centralised computer scheme 
Rockefeller proposed fault detection routines detecting 
residual current for earth faults and aberrations in volt­
age for phase faults.
Several research groups have pursued this idea of a
centralised computer protection scheme whilst others have
concentrated on the particular aspects of fault detection,
35classification and location. Mantey investigated the 
requirements for area and localised computer based control 
and protection schemes and concluded with the desirability
- 11 -
of local substation computers for event recording and relay­
ing assisted by specialised interface equipment for supply­
ing reduced waveform data^^. Walker, Ott, Ogden and 
Tudor^^ also discuss the applications of a substation com­
puter for various tasks including protection and promote 
the use of interface hardware for detecting high frequency 
transients which frees the processor completely from the 
fault detection stage. Similarly Hope, Bell and Jura^^*^^*^^ 
suggest a hardware fault detector based on the recognition
of waveform pattern departure from a normal sine wave.
11 12Mann and Morrison * in line with Rockefeller propose a 
complete software scheme using a comparison of sampled data 
from current and previous cycles for the detection of 
abnormalities,before any fault calculations are performed. 
Questions of sampling rate, data reduction, hardware 1
requirements, reliability and maintenance in connection 
With substation Computer protection schemes have been 
Studied also by Grimes^^. Foncelet^^ discusses further 
matters of software and system organisation for a substa­
tion digital protection Scheme. Distance protection was 
Considered in particular and a study of various distance
protection algorithms was made using model simulation
5 5 'fault data. Horne and Cory have studied the question of 
central processor utilisation in detail and have investiga­
ted the use of a number of processors to satisfy the 
requirements of data base management and the functioning 
of a number of substation tasks.
Luckett, Munday and Murray^^ have designed a substation
- 12 -
scheme with a view to practical implementation for backup
protection. This scheme uses a system of current level
detectors for detection and classification of faults
according to the direction of current flow, prior to more
accurate location. The idea of using a computer for
backup protection requirements has been considered by a
5 7 53number of groups. Edgley, Poon and Lau * designed a
very extensive scheme which used substation computers to
inform an area computer of fault conditions and the
direction of current flow for backup purposes. Similar
59central backup schemes were discussed by Cheetham
The trend towards centralisation is different from 
the traditional aim of limiting the extent of maloperation 
due to a protection equipment fault. Digital protection 
schemes would be much more readily applied if schemes 
could be produced to economically replace conventional 
dedicated units. This would involve computer systems 
dedicated to the protection task of individual items of 
plant, possibly communicating with more centralised equip­
ment for other instrumentation and control functions. 
Advantages in performance could possibly accrue from such 
dedicated schemes, since the release of processor time 
constraints may speed up the fault monitoring and location 
procedures. Rockefeller^^ discussed policy questions of 
centralisation or segregation in the light of experience 
with an implemented scheme^^. The more recent availability 
of low priced mini-computers and micro-processors is 
encouraging work into segregated digital schemes^^.
- 13 -
Whatever form of digital protection scheme is adopted 
there is always a requirement for fast and accurate fault 
location algorithms for transmission line distance protec­
tion and much effort has therefore been directed towards 
finding suitable techniques. This is also the main con­
cern of this work.
2.2 TRENDS IN TRANSMISSION LINE DIGITAL FAULT LOCATION 
TECHNIQUES
The practice with conventional distance relays has 
involved the use of a zoning procedure for the isolation 
of transmission network faults whereby a trip signal is 
issued if a fault is identified as being within a particu­
lar zone on the network. Generally the actual location 
of the fault remains unsolved. Rockefeller^^ in his 
proposal used a phase comparison technique which was' 
simply a digitised form of a conventional zone scheme. 
However, it has been realised that digital processes can 
just as easily determine the actual location of a fault 
as determine the zone in which it lies gaining the added 
advantage of a much clearer picture of the fault conditions. 
Much effort has therefore been directed towards finding 
suitably fast algorithms for the accurate determination of 
fault location prior to a trip decision.
A number of fault location techniques have been pro­
posed, the majority using impedance measurement techniques 
although some attempts at the use of travelling wave 
phenomenon have been made. Four general categories of
■“ 14 -
approach may be identified;
(a) Measurement of high frequency travelling wave 
phenomenon.
(b) Measurement of the parameters of assumed fault 
waveforms.
(c) Solution of the transmission line lumped para­
meter differential equation.
(d) Frequency domain techniques.
Each of these categories will be discussed in the following 
sections.
2.3 MEASUREMENT OF HIGH FREQUENCY TRAVELLING WAVE PHENOMENA
In this approach,utilisation is made of the ringing 
phenomena caused by the travelling wavefronts of a system 
fault disturbance. Blumer^^ suggested a completely digital 
-scheme which first filtered the fault waveforms to remove 
power and lower frequency components and then Fourier trans­
formed the resulting signals to obtain a frequency spectrum. 
-From the spectrum the maximum high frequency component gives 
an indication of the frequency of the reflections and hence 
the distance to the fault. The speed of the travelling 
wave is dependent on the fault type as well as position so 
that it is necessary to monitor all phases in order to 
determine the type of fault before any calculations are 
performed. With this technique,difficulty can be envisaged 
with the amount of processing time required to perform the 
filtering and Fourier transform operations.
Walker et envisaged a scheme comprising a high
- 15 -
frequency transient fault detecting hardware interface 
which interrupted and supplied magnitude and frequency 
parameters of the dominant high frequency component to a 
central substation computer for distance estimation. In 
this method the primary waveforms are differentiated to 
remove the power and low frequency components and the 
dominant high frequency is determined by counting the 
number of remaining peaks in a given time. Location of 
the fault is also assisted by sampling voltages and 
currents from all the substation lines.
This high frequency approach relies on the ability 
to isolate the travelling wave frequency from other noise 
in the fault signals and to be able to relate this to the 
position of the reflection points. In a complex trans­
mission network,reflections will occur from many points 
on the source side as well as the fault side of a relaying 
point and difficulties can be envisaged in relating the 
> high frequency to the distance between two points in the 
network. The fault conditions can also be such that very 
little travelling wave phenomena results so that the 
reliability of detection and location could be suspect.
2.4 MEASUREMENT OF THE PARAMETERS OF AN ASSUMED WAVEFORM
This has been one of the most popular approaches.
The fault waveforms are assumed to be very simple, such as 
a sinusoid or a sinusoid with exponentially decaying d.c. • 
offset and the component parameters are derived from a 
minimum number of samples.
- 16 -
Mann^^ assumed the fault current waveform to be a 
sinusoid with exponential offset as derived by Mathews 
and Nellist^S. An expression is derived for the relay 
to fault impedance modulus in terms of the samples
of voltage v^^^ and current i^^^ and a factor K which is 
a function of the fault inception angle 6 and time t 




By considering samples taken at a particular time after 
the fault,the factor K is a function of inception angle 6 
only and can be tabulated for a look-up process. A typi­
cal calculation time of 6 msec was reported although this 
could be improved on. The technique uses one set of 
samples only and is therefore susceptible to noise. Also, 
in order to determine the fault inception angle 6 and 
correct sampling instant, accurate detection of the voltage 
zero and fault incidence is required which again is affec­
ted by noise in the relay signals. A simple off-line 
simulation study gave an error of 40% in the calculated 
modulus of the relay to fault impedance.
*7 CMantey assumes the fault waveforms to be sinusoidal 
and uses the expression for the complex fault impedance 
in the form
V V
4. r = cos 4 + ;j sin d) 2.2
m m
where V and I âre the maximum Values of voltage and m m
current respectively and 4 is the phase angle by which the
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current lags the voltage. A special interface is desc­
ribed^^ which samples the instantaneous voltage and 
current at specific times after current zero,making the
quantities I , V cos 4 and V sin 4 available under ^ m m m
interrupt to a host computer. The computer is then able 
to calculate the fault impedance according to equation
2.2 and take appropriate action. An advantage with this 
interface scheme is the minimal processing time that is 
required. The fast operation and capability of the 
approach is encouraging, however, the effect of noise is 
not investigated and this must be a problem in view of the 
small number of samples involved.
Mann and Morrison^^ describe a method of determining 
peak and phase parameters of sinusoidal signals using 
samples of voltage v^^^ current i^^^ and their derivatives 
v^^^ and i^^^ in the form
v3 = y2 + I A_| 2.3m ( p j
applied also to current, and
4 - tan  ̂ ~ tan ( rr? I. 2.4
The technique relies on the removal of d.c. transients by 
matching the current transformer secondary burden to the 
system. Tests were conducted using theoretical, experi­
mental, and actual fault data and errors of ±10% in imped­
ance modulus and ±15° in impedance angle are reported.
Some digital smoothing is proposed to reduce the effect of 
noise,but this is perhaps aggravated by attempts to
- 18 -
differentiate the signals. An investigation of a full
52three phase scheme using the technique has been made
Gilcrest et tested the feasibility of a similar
three phase scheme but using sampled derivative and double 
derivative values in the expression
,o v 2 (v')2 +
- — 2 '  2----------2 2*^l2 (i-)2 + (1700)2
and
 ̂ = tan ‘ (4 ») - (4 %) ■
The use of derivative terms reduces the effect of d.c. 
exponential and other low frequencies but the accentuation 
of high frequencies is recognised and analogue filtering 
and digital smoothing techniques are used in an attempt to 
reduce the problem. ;
Sinusoidal conditions are again assumed by Gilbert 
and Shovlin^^ who propose a method using three samples of 
Voltage and three samples of current to obtain peak 
values, phase fault resistance and reactance with the help 
of trigonometric relationships. Corrections may also be 
introduced for changes in system frequency. Very little 
consideration is given to the effects of d.c. transients 
and high frequency noise. The authors envisage a 4 msec 
operating time for a one transmission line scheme.
-Luckett et adopt more detailed waveform assump­
tions by fitting an exponential plus fundamental sine wave 
and a chosen number of harmonics to the relaying signals.
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2.5 SOLUTION OF THE LINE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
In this approach,the lumped parameter resistance R^^ 
and inductance L^£ model of the transmission line is used 
whereby voltages v and currents i^ and i^ are generated 
for the different types of fault and assumed to be related 
by the expression
^ ^rf ^  • 2.6
Two unknowns R^£ and L^£ require determination in equation
2.6 and Mclnnes and Morrison^^ investigated a solution in 
which the equation is integrated over two intervals giving 
the two simultaneous equations




/  V dt = dt + (iy 4  - iys) 2.8
^3 ^3
from which R^£ and L^£ may be found. A total integration 
time of one quarter of a power frequency cycle is adopted 
and tests using simulated and actual data reveal errors of 
12% in reactance and 6° in impedance angle.
An alternative approach is to re-write equation 2.6 
in the form
^(t) “ ^x Lf f ̂  ' ^(t) 2 .9
where is an error function and find values of R^£
20 -
and L^£ which minimise the mean square error given by
,2
considered over a particular period or periods. The 
technique involves more processing time but is more 
accurate. Variations on this theme have been studied 
by Poncelet^^ and by Ranjbar and Cory^^.
In one method^^ the mean square error is considered 
over one period and minimised directly in relation to 
and giving the equation
^2 ^2 2 ^2 di.
az + I
dtf  V ix dt = jT ix dt + at
^2 di^ ^2 di_ ^2 /di \2





Which may be solved for R^£ and L^£. One problem in the 
'The'thod is the determination of the derivative of 1 .̂.
By considering the integrated form of equation 2.9 in
, r 68the form
t t t
h = V f  / " x  f  2 . 1 3
O 0 0
^derivative values are not required and double integral 
^expressions appear in the equivalent of equations 2.11 and 
12. Similarly the errors can be minimised over several
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different integrals of equation 2.13 changing the double 
integrals to summations of double integrals which reduces 
processing time^^»^®.
A harmonic filtering technique has been suggested 
similar to the basic integration method discussed by 
Mclnnes and Morrison^^ but in which the summation of 
integrals taken over several sections of the waveform are 
used, the section intervals being chosen so that particular 
harmonics in the waveforms are eliminated. Tests on a 
model system with 2nd, 3rd and 5th harmonic elimination 
reveal more accuracy over previpus integration methods.
The techniques of solving the line differential 
equations discussed here are attractive because of the 
inherent ability to handle d.c. transients and the noise
I
rejecting process of integration over a number of samples. 
It seems possible also to perform the integration over a 
period of one half of the power frequency period,so that 
f^st pperating schemes are possible, The techniques 
however rely on the applicability of equation 2.6 to the 
fault waveforms and it is well known that the distributed 
nature and the frequency dependence of transmission line 
parameters give rise to waveform distortion and travelling 
wave phenomena to which the equation would not apply.
Other problems can arise in the implementation of the 
process because of the possibility of some integrals 
approaching zero over certain sections of the waveforms^^.
An extension of the differential equation approach
r- 22 -
has been made by Sanderson and Wright^^ in the protection 
of a series capacitor compensated line.
2.6 FREQUENCY DOMAIN TECHNIQUES
2.6.1 Background
Recent tests^^*^^ and simulation studies^^ have shown 
that high frequency noise can cause serious departure of 
the fault waveforms from the fundamental sinusoid plus 
exponential assumptions of the approaches discussed in 
sections 2.4 and 2.5. Much work therefore has been con­
ducted into frequency domain techniques which accept the 
existence of a multitude of components in the relaying 
signals and seek to isolate one particular frequency com­
ponent which contains all the required fault location 
information.
The idea of extracting the steady state a.c. component
parameters of a fault waveform using Fourier Series appro-
72ximations was used very early and other filtering and 
correlation proposals have been made. The theoretical 
aspects of these frequency domain techniques will be dis­
cussed and an attempt made to adopt a unified approach to 
the various techniques proposed.
2.6.2 Theoretical Basis for Frequency Domain
Impedance Measurement
In general,an impedance measurement distance protec­
tion scheme uses the line voltage and current at the 
relaying point to obtain a measure of the apparent line 
impedance. For a single phase line in steady state
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73conditions the frequency domain relationship
holds, where V, . and I. . are the Fourier transforms of (,tuj iwj
the relay voltage v^^^ and current i^^^ respectively in 
the form
V, X A r X e'iwt 2.15(“ ) =  J  (t)
—  00
hw) A / i ( t )  2.16
and is the complex impedance of the form
2 (w) " K(w) * 2^17
In g e n e r a l , a n d  are frequency dependent quantities.
In the case of a distance protection scheme, the impe­
dance can not be estimated by the application of equation 
2.14 because firstly, the voltage and current are not 
available for all time as required in equations 2.15 and 
2.16 and secondly, a system fault causes a change in the 
apparent impedance and no particular steady state value 
can be found. The required steady state impedance is the 
■post fault value, which suggests that only post fault volt­
age and current can be used. This basic problem must be 
considered in any frequency domain analysis of the function.
Various schemes have been proposed using frequency 
domain arguments applied to small quantities of post fault
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data and these will be considered in the following sections.
2.6.5 Filtering Approach
Laycock and McLaren^^ have used low pass filtering 
techniques to reject high frequency components in the wave­
forms leaving the dominant fundamental power frequency com­
ponents for impedance relaying.
75Carr and Jackson developed a scheme using as a basis 
a notch filter characteristic for filtering out the power 
frequency components. This seems to be a good basis 
because the filter rejects frequencies higher and lower 
than the fundamental which are present in the post fault 
period.
Formally,a filtering operation is described in the 
frequency domain in the form ;
*(w) (̂io) 2.18
where X^ \ and F , . are the Fourier transforms of output (,a)j Ctoj
of and input f^^^ respectively. the filter
frequency response. In the time domain the operation may 
be written as the convolution^^ integral
where h,^^ is the filter impulse response
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The frequency response of an ideal notch filter has 
an impulse at the required frequency so that only sig­
nals of frequency are allowed to pass. The filter 
frequency response may be described in the form
" w  ■ *(-».) *
where 6 is the Dirac delta function and the impulse res­
ponse of the filter is given by the expression
cos œ T
h, X = -----2—  . 2.21(T) ^
It is not possible and indeed it is not required to 
implement an ideal notch filter. It is not possible 
because the convolution of equation 2.19 can not be per­
formed with the continuous impulse response of equation 
2.21 and it is not required because such a theoretical 
filter would resolve the component of frequency common 
to the whole of the pre-fault and post-fault waveform, 
which is contrary to the requirement discussed in section 
2.6.2. An approximate notch filter is therefore used in 
which the impulse response of equation 2.21 is cut off at 
ITI > T/2 and the integration limits in equation 2.19 
become finite at -T/2 and T/2. The cut off time T/2 is 
chosen to optimise practical requirements in the protec­
tion task and the post fault component requirement is 
satisfied at a time T/2 after the fault when only post­
fault signal data is used.
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Such a filter may be used to obtain components in the 
signal waveforms of frequencies close to the fundamental 
and from the resulting voltage and current signals the 
phase and magnitude of the fundamental component may be 
estimated in order to calculate the apparent line imped­
ance from equation 2.14. The technique therefore 
involves two processes, one to obtain the fundamental com­
ponents and another to determine their magnitude and phase.
Alternative and more attractive approaches are methods
which attempt to obtain the phase and magnitude parameters
directly from the unfiltered waveforms,thus reducing the
two processes of the filtering approach to one. Carr and 
75Jackson came to a similar conclusion and arrived at the 
Fourier series approximation of the Fourier transform 
which will be discussed later.
2.6.4 Correlation or Matched Filter Techniques
As concluded in the last section, a technique is
required which is capable of measuring directly from the
unfiltered waveforms the magnitude and phase relationships
of the power frequency component. The problem is one of
7 7detecting a signal of known form with unknown parameters , 
the form being that of a sinusoid and the unknown para­
meters being magnitude and phase. If it is assumed that 
the relaying signals contain the power frequency compo­
nent plus white noise, then the theory of matched filtering 
may be applied,whereby the signal and noise are correlated 
with the known sinusoidal reference to give the correla­
tion function 4 r  ̂ in the form
- 2 7 -
T/2
(X) = T /= T I ^ ( t )  d t . 2.22
T-̂ oo -T/2
The value of t at which 6 r is a maximum indicates(t J
the phase,whilst the maximum of 4 ^̂  ̂ gives the magnitude
of the power frequency component of frequency . Laycock 
7 8and McLaren have studied this approach.
Equation 2.22 involves the integration limits of -«> 
and 00 and it is therefore not possible to implement in 
this form. However, since the reference sinusoid is 
periodic and if we assume that the relaying signal is 
also periodic with the dominant power frequency period, 
the correlation may be performed over one period T in the 
form
T/2 ^
'•’(t) “ T J  f(t) (t-T)) dt. 2.23
-T/2
Equation 2,25 involves performing the integration at
several different values of t for each new input waveform
sample if a continuous impedance measurement is to be made.
However,because the reference is a sinusoid the process
79may be simplified
Equation 2.23 may be written in the form
- 2 8  -












(WQ, -T/2, T/2) 
defined by the expression
is the finite Fourier transform76
T/2
-T/2, T/2) A y  T(t) ® 
-T/2
2.27
Equation 2.26 shows that for this particular application 
the correlation function is sinusoidal in t and therefore 
all information relating to the peak and phase o t h e  
power frequency component may be obtained from the complex 
finite transform F -T/2 T/2) Performed only once for
oach new sample of input signal fy^^.
2The term ^ ^ - T / 2  T/2) the complex represen­
tation of the Fourier series coefficients of a function 
fy^j periodic in T and therefore for this particular 
application the full correlation technique has no parti­
cular advantage over the Fourier series method of imped­
ance calculation discussed next.
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2.6.5 Fourier Series Method of Impedance Measurement
The Fourier series technique was first proposed in a
72paper by Slemon et al and has since been investigated by 
several authors^^*^^ . The process relies on the 
assumption that the relaying signals are periodic in the 
power frequency period with the addition of a steady 
d.c. offset. If this is so then the waveforms may be 
represented by a Fourier series and the magnitude and 





This may be carried out for the voltage and current pro­
ducing the complex fundamental components and I^ res-
8 2pectively and the complex impedance calculated
according to the expression
In this method,errors arise from the exponential 
decay of d.c. offset and components with a non-integral 
multiple of the fundamental frequency. These components 
cause the signal waveforms to be non periodic in the fun­
damental frequency so that the Fourier series is an incom­
plete representation. The problem of d.c. transient 
decay has been treated by at least one research group^^ 
who use a sampling technique to estimate the d.c. transient
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and subtract this from the relay signals before calculating 
the Fourier series coefficients.
Extensions of this method have been made with limited 
success using orthogonal weighting functions other than 
sinusoids for obtaining the real and imaginary frequency 
components'^
2.7 GENERAL TRENDS AND REQUIREMENTS
In this chapter some of the proposed methods for 
achieving rapid distance protection relaying using digital 
processing techniques have been discussed. Research into 
the organisation of equipment and software for centralised 
and segregated schemes has led to concentration on rapid 
and accurate fault location algorithms,from the earlier
implementation of conventional comparators,through simple
,)
waveform parameter extraction techniques to the more 
decent frequency domain methods. Frequency domain tech­
niques look promising because of their ability to reject 
the large volume of unwanted information and noise which 
is now apparent in fault relaying signals.
The Fourier series technique has received considerable 
attention and is one of the most popular contenders for 
accurate impedance measurement based on one full power 
frequency cycle of data. One limitation of the technique 
is the requirement for one complete power frequency period 
I of post fault data before a reliable calculation can be ‘ 
made. This in the case of a 50 Hz system placets a lower 
limit of 20 msec on the time taken after a fault for an
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accurate impedance measurement,although some success has
81been achieved in zoning a fault within this time
Relay operating times of less than one power frequency 
cycle are required in order for there to be significant 
improvement over existing conventional techniques. It 
is felt that digital techniques with their inherent flexi­
bility could well achieve this improvement and,at the 
same time,lead to gains in operating procedures with the 
availability of accurate fault location measurements.
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CHAPTER 3
FAULT LOCATION BY THE FINITE 
T R A N S F O R M  S PE CTRAL A NA LYSIS M ET HOD
3.1 THE FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM
The Finite Fourier Transform of a time varying func­
tion f^^j in the time interval a to g is defined by the 
expression ^
a
where w is the angular frequency. This has been dis­
cussed in chapter 2, section 2.6.4 in relation to the 
assumption of periodicity applied to the correlation and 
Fourier Series methods. This chapter discusses the direct 
application of the Finite Fourier Transform in the distance
protection problem and introduces a new method which does
}
not depend upon the periodicity of the voltage and current 
waveforms.
The form of the expressions used in the final algorithm 
may be arrived at by the time domain or the frequency domain 
approach. Both these approaches will be discussed as each 
contributes to an understanding of the method.
3.2 TIME DOMAIN APPROACH
Consider the lumped parameter representation of a 
single phase transmission line with a zero impedance fault 
as shown in Fig. 3.1. The relationship between the 
sending end voltage v and the current i is given by the 
expression
- 3 3  -
V = D i + D Ai 3.2
where D is the distance to the fault, is the line 
resistance per unit length and is the line inductance 
per unit length. The finite transform of this expression 
gives the relationship
3 3 8
f  V dt = D Rl /  i e'jwt dt + D dt
a a a
3.3
which reduces to the form
V(w,a,g) = ® 3)
3.4
where V , is the finite transform of voltage andiw,a,3j
I. is the finite transform of current. Equation
3.4 may be rearranged into the form
^ ^Cw,a,3)
h [ h 8) - ha )   ̂ + ( H  ' h-.a.B)
3.5
Hence if the voltage and current are known within the 
time window a to 3,their finite transforms may be calculated 
using equation 3.1 and equation 3.5 then gives the distance 
to the fault.
The above is a quick and straightforward derivation 
of the basic finite transform distance estimation formula 
using a very simple lumped parameter model of the faulted 
transmission line with zero fault impedance. The errors
- 34
involved in the lumped parameter approximation may perhaps 
be appreciated by considering the frequency domain approach 
discussed in the next section and the question of fault 
resistance will be treated later.
5.3 FREQUENCY DOMAIN APPROACH
It was discussed in chapter 2 why the full Fourier 
transform approach to transmission line impedance measure-
i
ment cannot be applied because the effective line impedance
i i  not static throughout time and only a finite period of
I
tjie voltage and current waveforms are available at anyI
instant. Any protection scheme must therefore look 
through a finite time window at the voltage and current 
waveforms.
I
Use will be made of the rectangular window function
).
TT or+'i which is defined as unity within the period a < t < 301, P J
and zero outside.
A voltage signal v^^^ existing throughout time may be 
expressed in the form
^(t) " ^(t)  ̂ *0,6 + V(t) "3,. 3.6
whe re v^, v^ and v^ are defined
*2 A V(t) 3-9
*3 A V(t) "g,a 3.10
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The frequency spectrum of the voltage is given
by the Fourier transform
and therefore from equation 3.7
V(w) ° * ^ 2 (io) * '̂ 3(u) 3.12
where V.,  ̂ is the Fourier transform of v, and so on.1 (w) 1
! Only a small portion ^2 of the waveform is available 
tp a protection scheme and this will be considered to be 
^ero outside the time window a < t < 3.
The voltages v^, v^ and v^ give rise to currents 
i^, i^ and i^ respectively so that the total current i^^^ 
may be expressed in uhe form
i^t) ^1 * ^2 * ^3* 3.13
The voltage V2 is time limited so its frequency spectrum 
may be found by application of the Finite Fourier Trans­
form. If therefore the frequency components of i2 can 
be found the line impedance may be analysed in the fre­
quency domain.
Current is a causal function of voltage, therefore, 
the voltage V2 defined by expression 3.9 can only give 
rise to current in the period t > a which may however 
extend to infinity. The time limits on i^, i2 and i^ 
may therefore be expressed in the form
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H  = il ’̂-co.oo 3.14
i2 = iz ̂ .00 3.15
^3 ° ̂ 3 3.16
and three periods of the total current i^^^ may be identi­
fied by the expressions
>(t) ^-»,a = h  ̂ -oo.a 3.17
i(t) % , 6  = h  % , B  + ^2 % , 6  3.18
i(t) " 6,. = h  +. i2 ̂6,»  ̂ "3- 3.19
Now the Fourier transform of current i2 is required
as given by the expression
00 ‘
I,. , = /" i, e'jwt dt '3.20
2 [ wj  J  2
—  00
which from equation 3.15 reduces to the form
00
i2(u) ° f  e'jwt dt. 3.21
a
However,the only current signal available in the window
a < t < 3 is i, X ÏÏ o which from equation 3.18 gives a 
11 J (% ; P
partial knowledge only of i2 in this period. Therefore 
further knowledge of i. tt _ and a prior knowledge of
i  (X , p
7T̂  is required in order to determine the whole of2 3 ,“
Current i2 using the expression
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^2 i(t) ^a,e ■ ^a,6 * ^2 3-22
= i(t) " a , 6 - h  ^ ^2 "e,= ^ b  ^,<»- 3.23
Consideration of the lumped parameter model of the 
transmission line as in Fig, 3.1 will reveal some further 
information. Consider again the voltage v^, defined in 
equation 3.9, giving rise to a current i^ in the period
t > a. At time 3, when the voltage V2 falls to zero,
the current i2 will have reached a value 12(3) which
it will decay exponentially with the time constant x of 
the circuit. Hence the three final terms in equation
3.23 may be expressed in the form
-Ct-g)
^1 ^g,™ ^l(g)  ̂ ĝ,oo . 3.24
- (123)
"2 = ^2(B) ® "B," 3.25
-(t-B)
’̂6,“ "  ̂ *B,«' 3.26
Equation 3.18 reveals the relationship
^(B) ° ^l(B) " ^2 (B)
and combining equations 3.25 to 3.27 we have:
- (t-3)
il "B.m + ^2 *6,. = i(B) e ' *B,". 3.28
Substitution of equations 3.28 and 3.24 into equation
3.23 reveals:
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- (t-g) - (t-3)




i2 («) = /  iz dt 3.30
g
= 7  i at - /  il (a)
g g
- (t-g)
e ^ e-iwt at
- (t- B )
(g)+ r  i,„, e e'jwi at 3.31
B
and since
^l(a) “ ^(a) 3.32
equation 3.31 reduces to the form 7
- /  ‘ «  • - m W  [ ‘ o  =■*“  - H n
g
3.33
If the line impedance per unit length is (Rĵ + jwL,) then 
the system time constant is given by:
T = l^yRj 3.34
and the Fourier transformed voltage drop ^ 2 (0)) to i^
is given by :
^2(w) + jwL^] ̂2 ((d) 3.35
where D is the distance to the fault. Using the definition
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of the Finite Fourier transform F^ of a time func-lw,a,3j
tion f^t) in the form
3
A /  3.36
a
we have from equation 3.9 the identity
Combination and rearrangement of equations 3.35 and 3.33 
using equations 3.36 and 3.37 reveals the expression
“ ° ____ ___________________ V(w.q.g)________________________
i-L [ ^ ( q )  ® ■ i ( g )  ® ^ “ 7  i(a),a,6)
3.38
which is in the form of equation 3.5.
)
From this approach,the method may be considered to be 
a spectral analysis of the voltage and current V2 and Î2 
in the form of equation 3.5. No restriction has been 
placed on the frequencyw used in the evaluation of the 
finite transforms and in the distance estimation of 
equation 3.38.
The approach gives some understanding of the errors 
introduced by the lumped parameter approximation of a 
distributed parameter line, in particular in the assumption 
that currents in the line will decay naturally with the 
exponential form of equations 3.24 to 3.26. In fact, 
because a transmission line has distributed series and
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shunt parameters, the natural decay of current is not a 
simple function of the initial current at one point only 
but a function of the initial conditions at every point 
along its length.
The departure however from the lumped parameter model 
is very much dependent on the length of transmission line 
considered. In many practical short line situations the 
shunt capacitance has a very small effect and in these 
circumstances the lumped parameter assumptions may be 
applied with reasonable confidence. Possible extensions 
of the method to long line applications could be the 
object of further study.
5.4 FAULT RESISTANCE
Consider again the finite transform distance formula 
of equation 3.5 or 3.38 for a zero impedance fault. The 
expression may be rearranged in the form
6)
° V(w,o,e)' 3.39
Here the term D Rĵ  is the total resistance around the 
fault loop. If in the loop there existed some fault 
resistance R^ as shown in Fig. 3.2 this would add to the 
loop resistance and equation 3.39 would be modified to 
the form
H  ('(6) M d  \   ̂ Rf  ̂ JO.D L J
" ^(u,a,8)- 3.40
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Equation 3.40 is complex and its real and imaginary parts 
give two equations from which the two unknowns D and 
may be determined. One solution is obtained by rearranging 
equation 3.40 to give the expression
3.41
or more simply
^  V(w,a,e) ■ 4  I(w,a,6)
h ( i ( 6 )  ® ■ i ( a )  ® * j “ ^(u),a,B))
3.42
where R.p is the total loop resistance given by the relationship
Ry = D R^ + R^. 3.43
Both equations 3.41 and 3.42 take the form
3.44
U
and the right hand side must have a zero imaginary part. 
Hence R is determined from the relationship
R = Im
3.45
before substituting into equation 3.44.
Equations 3.44 and 3.45 lend themselves to solution
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in real time using a digital process. Which of the two 
equations 3.41 or 3.42 is used could depend on other fac­
tors such as the form of the final tripping characteristic 
and the speed of the digital algorithm. In the case of 
a three phase untransposed scheme,it may be necessary to 
exclude the use of an algorithm based on equation 3.42. 
This matter is discussed later in this chapter.
3.5 THREE PHASE LINE DISTANCE PROTECTION
3.5.1 The Line Equations
The relationship between the phase potential differ­
ences per unit length and phase currents I^,
ly, I^ along an overhead line with three conductors a, b 
and c may be expressed in the phasor form









where the impedances per unit length of distance x are 
complex quantities. The|existence of an earth wire may 
be taken into consideration in equation 3.46.
The impedance terms in equation 3.46 have frequency 
dependent real and imaginary parts suggesting the desira­
bility of a frequency domain approach, however it is 
necessary to simplify the problem by considering again the 
lumped parameter impedances and neglecting leakage and 
capacitance. With these assumptions the impedances may 
be considered to comprise resistive and inductive components
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R and L respectively in the form




Consider an earth fault at distance D on phase ”a” 
of the single end fed three phase transmission line shown 
in Fig. 3.3. The instantaneous sending end ”a” phase 
voltage v^ may be related to the instantaneous currents 
i^, i^ and i^ and the fault resistance R^^ by the expres­
sion for the "a" phase line voltage drop in the form





similar to the single phase form of equation 3.2. Using 
équation 3.4,the finite transform of equation 3.48 in the 
time interval a < t < 3 gives the relationship
^a(w,g,3) ^fa ^a(w,a,3) ^ 3.49
where the voltage drop transform per unit length U^ is 
given by the expression
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%aa' ^ab' ’̂ ac ^aa* ^ab* ^ac a(w,a,g) 
b(w,g,3)
L^c(w, 3)-l. 3. 50
Equation 3.49 may be rearranged in the form
^ ^a(w,g,3) ^fa ^a(w,a,3)
3.51
U.
which again is similar to the single phase relationship of 
equation 3.44. Hence equation 3.45 may be applied giving 




Similar equations apply to earth faults on the other phases 
and equations 3.50 to 3.52 again lend themselves to a digi­
tal real time solution.
3.5.3 Phase-Phase Faults
For the phase to phase fault condition shown in Fig. 
3.4,the line voltage v^^ may be expressed in terms of the 
phase voltages v^ and v^ in the form
^bc = Vb - Vc 3.53
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which transforms to the expression
^bc(w,a,3) ^b(w,a,3) ^c(w,a,3) 3.54
and by a similar derivation to that of equation 3.49 the 
transform of the total line voltage drop around the fault 
loop may be expressed in the form
^bc((o,a,B) ■ Kfbc ^0 (01,a,B) = D - D 3.55
where is the fault resistance. Using equation 3.54
equation 3.55 rearranges to give the expression




^ ^b(o3,a,3) ^c(w,g,3) ^fbc ^^b(o),a,3) (w, a , 3)^
since from Fig. 3.3
i^ = - i^. 3.58
Equation 3.56 or 3.57 may be evaluated by combinations of 
the phase quantities used in the earth fault equations of 
type 3.51. A full three phase distance protection scheme 
may be realised in the usual way by application of equations
3.51 and 3.56 or 3.57.
_'3.;5.4 Practicability
This section has discussed the application of the
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finite transform spectral analysis method to three phase 
line fault location calculations in the form of equation 
3.44. The untransposed line impedances have been used 
in the expression for the line voltage gradient of equa­
tion 3.50 which is in an accurate realisable form.
Because the resistive term in equation 3.50 involves three 
current transforms,it is generally not convenient in this 
form to treat the total loop resistance as one term as it 
was for the single phase line in equation 3.42.
A single end fed line has been considered because 
fault infeed from a remote source affects the impedance 
seen at the sending end. Using an advanced protection 
scheme it is possible to correct for such effects, however 
this is a problem which will not be treated here.
It is possible therefore to envisage a protection 
scheme using a fast on-line digital process to solve 
equations of the type 3.50 to 3.52 and 3.56. This would 
be the most accurate solution using the present theory, 
however it is shown in appendix A.1 how,by use of the 
approximate transposed line impedances and conventional 
sound phase or residual compensation technique, it is 
possible to simplify the method thereby using less proces­
sing effort in schemes where this is at a premium.
3.6 COMPARISON OF THE FINITE TRANSFORM AND FOURIER SERIES 
METHODS
Similarities may be drawn between the Finite transform 
method of distance protection and the Fourier series methods
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discussed in chapter two. Using the assumption of perio­
dicity the Fourier series method is an attempt at extract­
ing the fundamental components of the discrete spectrum in 
the voltage and current waveforms leading to an|estimation 
of the line impedance to the fault in the form of equation 
2.29. This equation may be rearranged in the form
 ̂ ,0,6)
° 3.59
(Rĵ + jWgL^) ,0,6)
0
where is the power frequency impedance per
unit length of line and the difference between this and 
equation 3.5 with w equal to is in the term
3.60
As to be expected if:
■}
6 - o ^ ^  3.61
and the current waveform is a pure sinusoid of angular 
frequency w,then the term 3.60 will be zero and equations 
3.5 and 3.59 will give the same result. It is to be 
expected therefore that the performance of the two methods 
will compare closely when studying conditions with no 
current offset and using a Finite transform method window 
and frequency corresponding to those of the Fourier series 
method.
The advantage in the new method is that no inherent 
restrictions have been placed on the window width so that 
it is possible to envisage a protection scheme working on
48 -
information gathered in less than one power frequency period. 
The extraction frequency has not been limited and may be 
chosen to suit other considerations. It might be argued 
that the lumped parameter model used in the derivation of 
the expressions is more valid at the lower end of the 
frequency spectrum. Practical factors of implementation 
in fact influence the choice of the above parameters and 
these will be discussed later.
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CHAPTER 4
AP P LI C A T I O N  OF THE FINITE T R A N S F O R M  METHOD 
TO S I M U L A T E D  POWER SYSTEM D A T A
4.1 DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FINITE TRANSFORM METHOD 
I It is proposed to implement the Finite Transform 
method in digital form using numerical integration and 
processing techniques on discrete sampled relaying signals. 
At this stage it is not proposed to study the sampling 
process in detail it is sufficient to consider that the 
appropriate line voltages and currents have been sampled 
at the same instant and the samples made available to the 
digital processor. The question of sampling rate required 
for the successful working of the method arises and for an 
answer consideration must be given to the maximum frequency 
required in the sampled data, the maximum frequency content 
of the signals and errors to be tolerated in pre-process 
signal conditioning. From the familiar sampling theorem, 
we know that the relay signals must be sampled at a fre­
quency of at least twice the frequency we wish to retain 
in the sampled data. Thus, we may argue that if we use 
the 50 Hz component for analysing system conditions in the 
method then we need to sample the system waveforms with a 
frequency of at least 100 Hz. We know also that any fre­
quency in the pre-sampled waveforms above the Nyquist 
rate (half the sampling rate) will appear as much lower 
frequencies in the sampled data. Hence,to avoid errors 
due to aliasing in this way we need,either, to sample the 
signals at a sufficiently high rate, or,remove frequencies
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above half the sampling rate by analogue anti-aliasing 
filters before sampling. It is desirable to keep the 
sampling rate as low as possible in order to limit the 
amount of digital processing required to perform the 
analysis, but at the same time use of an analogue filter 
can affect the signals to the detriment of processing 
accuracy. In particular, because of the sudden changes 
which occur in the relaying signals at fault incidence, 
an analogue filter can introduce its own transients to 
the signals thereby slowing the overall response or con­
tributing unwanted high frequencies. Generally,the 
lower and more sharp the cut off frequency then the more 
detrimental effect the filter will have. The choice of 
sampling rate is therefore a trade off between the 
accuracy to be achieved and the amount of digital pro­
cessing effort required to perform the task.
In testing the performance of the finite transform 
method an offline digital technique was used so that 
there were few constraints on processing time and a fairly 
high sampling rate could be used thereby avoiding problems 
Of aliasing and filtering effects. The sampling rate was 
also very much associated with the adopted power system 
digital simulation technique and it was possible by con­
trol of the simulation to remove unwanted high frequencies 
from the waveforms. It was possible therefore to avoid 
completely the question of sampling, common to most digital 
protection schemes, and concentrate on other implementation 
problems associated with the finite transform method.
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4.2 SIMULATION OF POWER SYSTEM FAULTS AND GENERATION OF 
FAULT WAVEFORMS
Fault conditions in a power system always give rise 
to very complex transient phenomena in the relaying sig­
nals and it is almost impossible to design equipment 
catering for all possible conditions. There is therefore 
a necessity for testing techniques which faithfully repro­
duce the type of waveforms which will be experienced by 
protection schemes in practical situations. Very few 
field tests^^*'^ have been conducted for the purpose of 
recording the transient conditions in the short time sub­
sequent to. a fault and these tests have been used generally 
only for the verification of simulation techniques.
Laboratory models have been used for simulation purposes^*
A ?  7 2  0 1  O 7
* * * but because of the distributed and complex
nature of transmission systems it is very difficult to
obtain sufficient accuracy. For conventional relay testing,
84lumped parameter models are used and whilst these give 
adequate facilities for normal schemes they do not simulate 
the high frequency components and noise present immediately 
following a fault, to which a high speed digital protection 
scheme would be subjected.
Interest has therefore been expressed in simulation 
techniques using digital computer solutions of mathematical 
models^^*^^. In particular, recent successes with frequen­
cy domain methods^^ have enabled the frequency variation of 
system parameters to be included in the simulation and 
waveforms containing a detailed representation of high
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frequency phenomena immediately subsequent to a fault have 
been produced. The results of the simulation technique 
have been verified by favourable comparison with actual 
fault data.
This frequency domain simulation process was adopted
as the means of investigating the performance of the
finite transform distance protection method. Programs
87 8 8developed at The University of Bath * and operated on 
the South West Universities Computer Network enabled faults 
of various types and impedance on typical three phase over­
head line systems with contrôlable source and receiving end 
Conditions to be studied. The three phase fault waveform 
data produced by these programs was stored on nine track 
magnetic tape and software was written which enabled the 
data to be transferred from the tape onto a PDPll mini­
computer disc storage and operating system. This mini­
computer,with its high level operating system and high 
degree of interaction facilities, was adopted as a means of 
investigating the performance of the protection technique 
using the data made available from the simulation programs. 
This technique proved to be very flexible and in the pro­
cess of time a very extensive bank of fault data informa­
tion was built up. In addition to the three phase system 
simulation a smaller single phase line simulation program 
was written which provided simplified data suitable for 
initial test purposes and for short observation times it 
was found possible to run this program in an overlay con­
figuration directly on the 12 K core mini-computer
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installation, this greatly improved the turn around for 
quick and less exacting test purposes. Both programs 
simulated frequencies up to a level which minimised alias­
ing when processing resulting waveforms at the full output 
sampling rate available.
4.3 CHOICE OF CONDITIONS TO BE STUDIED
The finite transform distance protection method is 
considered to have particular advantages over conventional 
techniques in application to long lines, however at this 
stage in the development it was decided to investigate the 
performance Of the method in more familiar situations so 
that evaluation against Other schemes could be made. For 
this purpose a 50 Hz, 400 kV, 129 km, transmission line 
section was chOsOn as being representative of a typical 
highly interconnected network situation as shown in Fig. 
4.1. The conductor mean spacings are shown in Fig. 4.z 
the phase conductors being quad 4 x 54/7/0.33 cm s.c.a. 
with 0.305 m buhdle spacing. The earth wire is 54/7/0.33 
cm s.c.a. and the earth tesistivity is 100 |om. Source 
and receiving end fault levels of between 35 and 5 GVA 
were used.
The single phase line program modelled the earth and 
phase "a” conductors only of the above line with no load 
at the receiving end.
For Operation of the finite transform protection 
method the self âhd mutual impedances for the chosen 
frequency of investigation are required for substitution
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into equations of type 3.50 of chapter 3 for the complete 
untransposed calculations. Typical 50 Hz values for the 
three phase line are given^S in table 4.1 and average 
values for the simplified transposed line calculations are 
given in table 4.2 for a range of frequencies. Similarly, 
the frequency variation of the single phase line impedances 
is shown in table 4.3.
4.4 RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION
Initial testing of the finite transform method was 
carried out using the single phase fault program. Fig.
4.3 shows line voltage and current at the relaying point 
for a zero impedance fault at 64.4 km occurring at the 
relaying point voltage maximum with a source fault level 
of 35000 MVA. A dominant frequency of about 1.7 kHz 
occurs in the voltage which corresponds to reflections of
oa 2.2 X 10 m/sec wave travelling between the relaying 
point and the fault.
The sampling frequency in Fig. 4.3 is 8 kHz and 
therefore by application of the sampling theorem it may 
be deduced that frequencies up to 4 kHz are represented. 
With this sampling rate and using 128 samples in total it 
is only possible to simulate less than three quarters of 
a 50 Hz power frequency cycle. Now the finite transform 
protection technique looks at a finite time section of the 
fault waveforms and for testing purposes it is required to 
move the window in order to observe the results of calcu­
lations over one complete power frequency cycle of fault
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data. The amount of required post fault data T^£ for a 
50 Hz system is therefore given by the expression
T f = 20 X 10"3 + T secs 4.1
where T is the window width.
Fig. 4.4 shows an expanded version of the fault 
waveforms shown in Fig. 4.3 using a 4 kHz sampling rate 
and 256 post fault samples. The waveforms are here 
limited to 2 kHz representation which should be adequate 
for test purposes although it can be seen that some 
detail is lost.
4.5 INITIAL TESTING OF THE FINITE TRANSFORM METHOD
Initial tests were performed using the single phase 
line simulation with zero impedance earth faults.
}
Because the fault resistance was zero the fault location 
algorithm without fault resistance correction in the form 
of equation 3.38 was used. The time window was moved 
along the waveforms one sample at a time and at each 
increment a fault location calculation was performed.
The window threshold times a and 3 are referred to some 
arbitrary time of which the calculation is mathematically 
independent and, for convenience of programming in these 
off-line studies, zero time was always considered to be in 
the centre of the window so that a and 3 took on the values 
-T/2 and T/2 respectively where T is the window widths.
A flow diagram of the off-line fault monitor process is 
shown in Fig, 4.5.
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In order to minimise numerical errors in these off­
line tests,a Simpsons rule integration formula was used 
necessitating windows extending over an odd number of 
waveform samples. All the samples available from the 
simulation program were used in the integration to avoid 
aliasing effects as discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Some results of these initial studies, using two 
different extraction frequencies and windows, performed 
on the fault data of Fig. 4.4,are shown in Fig. 4.6 to 
4.9. In these plots the time axis corresponds with that 
of Fig. 4.4 and a calculation result at time t is the 
result from data collected in the previous window from 
time t-T to time t. Hence in the case of an 8 msec win­
dow, the first calculation using data collected entirely 
after the fault becomes available 8 msec after the fault 
inception or 13 msec on the scale used.
Since distance is a real quantity the imaginary 
Result of equation 3.38 should be zero. However, both 
real and imaginary values are plotted, the departure of 
the imaginary term from zero indicating a degree of error 
in the calculation. The error in these results is seen 
to be periodic and dependent upon the frequency and window 
width used in the algorithm.
To the same waveforms of Fig. 4.4, a fault resistance 
corrected algorithm in the form of equation 3.41 was 
applied with the fault resistance given according to 




where U is the denominator of equation 3.41. The dis­
tance calculated by the application of equation 3.41 was 
multiplied by the 50 Hz line impedance modules per unit 
length Iz^lgQ in the form




" = h 7(6) - i(a) :(w,a,6)
4.4
in order to represent the distance and fault resistance 
calculation to the same impedance scale.
The results of the fault resistance corrected studies 
using the same frequencies and windows as in Figs. 4.6 to 
4'.9 are shown in Fig. 4.10 to 4.13 in a similar format. 
These curves show the greatly improved response of the 
fault resistance corrected algorithm and suggest what 
might be achieved in regard to speed and accuracy of the 
finite transform distance protection method. The initial 
unsteadiness of the responses is probably due to the high 
frequency reflections on the line.
The reason why the fault resistance corrected results 
of Figs. 4.10 to 4.13 should differ so much from the un­
corrected results of Figs. 4.6 to 4.9 is not easily found.
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However, a clue lies in the value of fault resistance mea­
sured; a steady positive value,whereas a zero value should 
be observed as modelled in the simulation studies. This 
phenomenon is currently under investigation, its signifi­
cance to this work is that the small error in fault loop 
resistance is sufficient to upset the direct distance cal­
culation radically as shown in Figs. 4.6 to 4.
These initial tests displayed the sensitivity of the 
finite transform method to line parameter and other errors 
perhaps of a numerical nature which could creep into the 
algorithm. From Figs. 4.6 to 4.9 it is apparent that 
the sensitivity of the algorithm to such errors is related 
to the extraction frequency and window width used and this 
relationship is discussed in the following chapter.
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10 0.02939 + jO.1022 0.01236 + jO.04471
20 0.03359 + jO.1975 0.01652 + jO.08253
30 0.03757 + jO.2924 0.02047 + j0.1200
40 0.04170 + jO.3867 0.02456 + j0.1569
50 0.04595 + j0.4804 0.02878 + j0.1932
60 0.05030 + jO.5756 0.03310 + jO.2290
70 0.05473 + jO.6664 0.03749 + jO.2644
80 0.05922 + jO.7587 0.04194 + jO.2993
90 0.06376 + jO.8507 0.04645 + jO.3339
TOO 0.06835 + jO.9424 0.05099 + jO.3681
TABLE 4.2
FREQUENCY VARIATION OF AVERAGE SELF AND 






10 0.02937 + jO.1059
20 0.03433 + j0.2050
30 0.03921 + j0.3034
40 0.04427 + jO.4011
50 0.04950 + jO.4980
TABLE 4.3
TYPICAL PHASE A TO EARTH LOOP IMPEDANCES 
OF THREE PHASE LINE SHOWN IN FIG. 4.2
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CHAPTER 5
PRA C T I C A L  C O N S IDE RATIO NS OF WI N D O W  WID T H  
IN THE FINITE FOURIER T R A N S F O R M
5.1 INTRODUCTION
It was pointed out in chapter 3 that important advan­
tages in the finite transform distance protection method 
are the flexibility in the width of the time window T 
through which a scheme may look at the relaying signals 
and the extraction frequency w used in the impedance cal­
culation. It has been discovered that,because of 
numerical considerations,both these parameters can affect 
considerably the error sensitivity of the technique and a 
relationship has been established which may be used in the 
choice of parameters for an actual scheme.
Initial studies conducted on single phase lines 
showed the sensitivity of the distance calculation to line 
parameter and general numerical errors and that this sen­
sitivity was in some way related to the window width and 
extraction frequency used in the finite transform algorithm. 
Figs. 4.6 to 4.9 of chapter 4 for a fault at voltage maxi­
mum show errors with time as the window is moved along the 
waveforms. The | occurrence of these errors suggested a 
numerical problem arising in the algorithm which further 
analytical investigation revealed to be the case.
5.2 LOCUS OF THE FINITE TRANSFORM OF A SINUSOIDAL QUANTITY
The plots shown in Figs. 4.6 to 4.9 are of distance,




operating on the fault waveform of Fig. 4.4. The fault 
resistance in the studies was zero and therefore the 
result of equation 5.1 should be a real constant giving 
the distance to the fault. The fact that this is not so 
indicates an erroi in the calculation and the periodic 
nature of the error is typical of that which would occur 
if the modulus of the denominator term U in equation 5.1 
approached a low value at some stage as the window of 
observation moved along the signal waveforms. The quo­
tient of equation 5.1 should be a real constant for which 
the modulus and argument of the denominator U should
follow the finite transform of voltage V, as time(w,a,3)
progresses. Hence,a study of the term ^ should
indicate the variation of the complex expression U.
The relaying voltage signal v during fault conditions 
may be expressed as a function of time t in the form
V(t) = \  V  -̂2
if d.c. transients are ignored,where is the voltage 
peak and is the power angular frequency. As discussed 
in chapter 3, the finite Fourier transform V. may be
considered to be the Fourier transform of a small section 
of waveform ^2 , given by equation 5.2 in the interval 
a < t < 3, and zero elsewhere. If T is the window width 
then the limits of integration may be expressed in the form
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a = t-T/2 5.3
6 = t+T/2 5.4
and the Fourier transform of may be expressed as a
function of time t by the relationship
t+T/2
V2Cw,t) = \  f  “o^ dT 5.5
t-T/2
where ”a*’ is an arbitrary function introduced to account 
for a phase difference between the waveform v_, x and the 
Fourier kernel e
Equation 5.5 has the solution according to section 
A2.2 of appendix A2 in the form
'̂ 2(0),t) " ̂'m ̂B+A) sin m^t - j (B-A) cos u^tj5.6
where A and B are given by the expressions
A = jsin (Up + w) ij 
(“o




The phase shift between the kernel and the incoming signal, 
introduced by the term "a’*, may be of any value and in the 
off-line studies the kernel was fixed relative to the win­
dow so that the term ”a" was given by
a = c - t 5.9
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where c is a constant. If equation 5,9 holds the locus 
of equation 5.6 is ah ellipse of the form shown in Fig.
5*1 for zero constant c. In this case the phasor repre­
senting rotates with period Zir/w^ and
achieves minimum length every half power frequency cycle.
investigation showed that the occurrence of the minima 
iij the modulus of corresponded with the errors
occurring in the evaluation of equation 5.1. This is 
understandable from the view that 1̂ 2 ^^ | represents
the magnitude of the frequency components w in the section
of waveform considered and a low content amongst other
I
noise and parameter errors will hinder accurate calcula­
tion. It was concluded therefore that values of T and w 
should be used which avoid the Occurrence of too small a 
frequency content in the information used. ^
ït may be noted that if the Fourier kernel is fixed 
relative to the signal wave, as preferred in on-line 
situations discussed later, making the factor **a” a con­
stant then the e term in equation 5.6 modifies the 
locus by rotating the ellipse. The modulus of z iw,tj
however follows the same variation and the same error con­
ditions arise.
5.5 OPTIMISATION OF WINDOW WIDTH
in order to minimise the calculation error it is 
required to control the nvinor axis of the V 2 ellipse
given by (B^A) or (B^A) according to equation 5.7 and 5.8. 
These diameters for extraction frequencies w /Ztt of 10 Hz
406 -
to 50 Hz with a power frequency w^/Ztt of 50 Hz are plotted 
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 for varying window width T and the 
large variation can be seen. Practical windows of below 
20 msec are of particular interest and it can be seen that 
as the window width is increased from zero the minimum 
diameter changes from the imaginary to the real axis of 
Fig. 5.1.
Since it is the minimum diameter which determines the 
occurrence of maximum error,the minimum diameter,whether 
these be (B+A) or (B-A), are plotted in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 
again for different frequencies with varying window. The 
marked changes in the slope of each wave occur when both 
diameters are equal, that is when the locus is a circle 
and the minor diameter changes from one axis to the other 
for window widths on either side of these conditions.
It may be observed that for extraction frequencies up to 
Ubbut 40 Hz a definite peak occurs in the minimum diameter, 
bl frequency content, against window width curve when the 
ffhite transform locus is circular, whilst at 40 Hz and 
&bove, the condition marks merely a discontinuous change 
in slope.
The circular finite transform locus therefore marks 
n quasi-optimum frequency-window width condition as 
expressed mathematically by the relationship
I B+AI = IB-AI 5 .10
from which Using equations 5.7 and 5.8 either
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B = 0 5.11
. . T = 2mr 5.12
(“o - (o)
or
A = 0 5.13
. . T = 2nr 5.14
(“o w)
where n is a positive integer. As the window width T is
increased equation 5.14 is satisfied before equation 5.12
for n=l and therefore the first quasi-optimum window width
is given by the expression
T = . . 2 IT 5.15
(^O
which with an extraction frequency of 50 Hz on a 50 Hz 
power system evaluates to 10 msec,
5,4 OPTIMISATION OF FREQUENCY
It may be observed from Fig, 5.5 that the envelope of 
the quasi-optimum peaks for different frequencies between 
windows of 10 msec and 14 msec itself has a peak at about 
12 msec for the 30 Hz curve. This point therefore marks
an absolute optimum for both window width and frequency. 
The actual frequency for the peak is found by substituting 
equation 5.15 back into the expression (A+B) to obtain the 
diameter magnitude in the form
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Equation 5.17 has an iterative solution of
y =  0 . 6 1 7 5 . 1 9
giving an optimum extraction frequency of 30.9 Hz on a 
50 Hz power frequency system with a window according to 
equation 5.15 of 12.36 msec.
5.5 VERIFICATION OF QUASI-OPTIMUM WINDOW THEORY
In the previous sections a theoretical study of the 
conditions which give rise to errors in the distance cal­
culation has been made and a relationship in the form of 
equation 5.15 has been derived between the frequency of 
extraction and the quasi-optimum window width. It is 
necessary to verify the conclusions drawn by testing the 
relationship on the simulated fault waveforms. For this 
purpose an extraction frequency of 20 Hz was chosen because 
according to Fig. 5.5 frequencies around this value give a
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distinctive peak in the minimum frequency content, or 
minimum locus diameter, against window width curve.
For an extraction frequency of 20 Hz on a 50 Hz power 
system, equation 5.15 evaluates to give a quasi-optimum 
window of 14.25 msec. Figs. 5.6 to 5.10 show the solu­
tion of equation 5.1 operating again on the fault data of 
Fig. 4.4 for windows of below and above the quasi-optimum. 
The result for the 14.25 msec window shows a definite 
improvement in the response thereby verifying the quasi­
optimum theory.
Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 show results using quasi-optimum 
windows for frequencies of 30 Hz and 50 Hz respectively. 
According to relationship 5.21 the 30 Hz result should be 
the best since it is nearest to the theoretical optimum 
of 30.9 Hz. In comparison,the improvement in response 
with a 30 Hz extraction frequency is hardly observable 
and in practice the advantage of the shorter quasi-optimum 
window of a 50 Hz extraction frequency could be of more 
importance.
5.6 STANDARD DEVIATION EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE
Because of the flexibility in the parameters of 
extraction frequency and window width in the finite trans­
form method it was felt desirable to find a figure of 
merit which could be attached to the results produced by 
different parameter combinations. It was observed for 
instance that some combinations produced responses which 
were steady except for very short periods when large
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errors occurred whilst others produced continuously very 
unsteady responses. A result with large errors but of 
very short duration could be just as useful for protection 
purposes as a result with small but more continuous errors.
The figure of merit chosen is that of per unit stan­
dard deviation of distance o given by the expression
a =
■ k
Z  K  -
n=o
5.20
where is the distance calculated at each step n as the 
window of observation is moved along the relaying signals 
and y is the mean value of distance calculated over a 
number of steps k. The summation range k was chosen so 
that the threshold of the window moved over a complete 
period T^ of the power frequency waveform expressed in the
form
Tq = k h 5.21
where h is the step length.
A program was written which calculated the per unit 
standard deviation according to equation 5.20 of the dis­
tance calculated by equation 5.1, the process being 
repeated for a range of window widths T and extraction 
frequencies w/2n. The results of such studies carried 
out on the data of Fig. 4.4 are shown in Fig. 5.13 and in 
more detail in Fig. 5.14. The position of the trough in 
Fig. 5.14 can be compared with the position of the quasi-
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optimum in Fig. 5.5 for the corresponding frequencies and 
there is a very strong correlation again showing the 
relevance of the quasi-optimum theory. The minimum 
standard deviation for the 30 Hz, 40 Hz and 50 Hz curves 
are all very close at about 0.007 p.u, agreeing with 
conclusions drawn in the previous section that the narrow 
10 msec quasi-optimum window of the 50 Hz extraction fre­
quency could have a time advantage over the theoretical 
minimum error optimum of 12.36 msec at 30 Hz.
It is of interest that the standard deviation for the 
50 Hz curve in Fig. 5.14 shows an increase between 10 msec 
and 20 msec window width which is unexpected from the 
equivalent curve in Fig. 5,5. However the apparent inc­
rease could be a result of expressing the standard devia­
tion in per unit of the mean. The mean value could be 
achieving more accuracy with increasing frequency content 
but a larger standard deviation occurs with the elliptical 
nature of the transform loci between quasi-optima.
5.7 CONCLUSION
In this chapter a guide to the choice of extraction 
frequency and window width in the finite transform distance 
protection method as they affect accuracy of measurement 
has been attempted. Results show that sampling windows 
of 10 msec to 13 msec can yield good results when using 
extraction frequencies of 50 Hz to 31 Hz but that this 
range by no means restricts the use of other frequencies 
and windows if the need exists.
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The approach has been one of minimising the sensiti­
vity of the algorithm to numerical errors by choosing 
window widths to maximise the transform coefficients at 
the extraction frequency used. The probable causes of 
error have not been investigated in great depth. The 
initial investigations described in chapter 4 showed the 
direct distance calculation of equation 3.41 to be very 
sensitive to errors in the specified line impedance para­
meters and the conclusions of this chapter are highly 
relevant to use of the finite transform algorithm in this 
form.
It must be pointed out that in these studies the 
effect of the point on wave of fault incidence has not 
been considered. When the fault incidence moves away 
from voltage maximum large d.c. offsets in the current 
waveforms occur and it was discovered that these cause 
other numerical errors to appear in the distance calcula­
tions. The errors will be the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
THE OFF SET CU R RENT PR O B L E M
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter it was concluded that a finite 
transform distance protection algorithm using an extraction 
frequency of 50 Hz with a window of 10 msec would be a good 
proposition from consideration of numerical accuracy rela­
ting to frequency of extraction and window width. In the 
studies presented,a fault at voltage maximum on a single 
phase line producing the waveforms shown in Fig. 4.4 was 
considered. When the effects of fault incidence at otheri
points on the voltage waveform were investigated striking 
errors of a different nature were revealed. It is a 
well known fact that exponentially decaying d.c. offsets 
occur in fault current waveforms as the fault inception 
moves away from voltage maximum and it was discovered that 
the errors under discussion were prevalent with the large 
d.c. offsets occurring with faults around voltage minimum.
Fig. 6.1 shows the waveforms of a zero voltage fault 
at 64.5 km on the 129 km, single phase line discussed in 
section 4.3 of chapter 4. When a 50 Hz 10 msec window 
finite transform impedance measurement algorithm was 
applied in the form of equations 4.2 and 4.3 to this data 
the response shown in Fig. 6.2 was observed. The large 
error occurring at about 25 msec after the fault incidence 
is clearly observed.
It was realised that the error in the calculation of
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fault resistance is greater than that in the line impedance 
modulus. It can be seen from equation 4.3 that the latter 
is heavily dependent on the fault resistance and it follows 
that as a result serious errors in the line impedance cal­
culation could occur. In order to check this possibility 
investigations of distance calculation using equation 5.1 
only,assuming the fault resistance to be zero,were carried 
out. Fig. 6.3 shows a result using again 50 Hz extraction 
with a window of 10 msec. Here, although some error still 
exists, there is a definite improvement which verifies that 
most of the error occurs in the calculation of fault 
resistance according to equation 4.2. A theoretical 
analysis revealed the cause of this error.
6.2 ANALYSIS OF CURRENT OFFSET CONDITIONS
In appendix 2 analytical studies are made of some of 
the terms appearing in the finite transform distance and 
impedance calculation equations. In particular,a study 
bf the effects of d.c. transient current is made. A very 
Simple network model is used in which a zero impedance 
single source with a lumped parameter line and zero fault 
impedance is used.
In section A2.2 the finite transform of the sinusoidal 
source voltage is shown to be an ellipse as considered in 
the previous chapter in accordance with equation A2.12. 
in particular when quasi-optimum window widths are used 
the ellipse forms a circle. Because zero fault impedance 
conditions are being considered,equation 5.1 may be applied
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and rearranged into the form
D
from which it is deduced that the locus of U is following 
closely the ellipse or circle of the voltage transform.
Now although the complex terms used in equation 5.1 are 
always finite and appear to avoid conditions which might 
give rise to numerical inaccuracies, the components used 
in the calculation of U can, during offset current condi­
tions, give rise to errors which cause the quotient to 
have a non zero imaginary part as shown in Fig. 6.3.
This will be apparent later. This non zero imaginary 
part of equation 5.1 is used as the dividend in the cal­
culation of fault resistance of equation 4.2 making the 
result of this calculation very susceptible to errors in 
the divisor which involves the finite transform of current. .
An analysis of the current transform is given in 
appendix A2 and it is shown that the effect of a d.c. 
transient offset is to shift the origin of the elliptical, 
or quasi-optimally circular, current transform locus as 
shown in Fig. A2.4. The current transform may be expressed 
as the sum of steady state and transient components as in 
equation A2.21 and the divisor of equation 5.1 may be 







The steady state component I . locus is shown accord-^ ss (w, a , 3 J
ing to equation A2.17 of section A2.3 to be well behaved and 
centred on the origin rotating with the voltage transform 
as in Fig. A2.3. Since it is similarly centred and rotat­
ing with the same angular velocity the steady state compo­
nent in equation 6.2 is nominally a phasor of constant 
modulus and argument. However the transient term in
equation 6.2 involves the division of decaying complex 
constant according to equation A2.20 and the circular zero 
centred locus of U which gives rise to a spiral centred at 
the origin. Hence the resulting locus of the summation 
in equation 6.2 is that of a transient spiral offset from 
the origin by a steady state phasor. Since the imaginary 
part of this spiral locus is used in the divisor of equa­
tion 5.1,there is a great possibility of numerical inaccura-
j ■cies as the spiral approaches the origin.
The spiral locus of I , o-x/U is shown in Fig. 6.4((o,a,3j
for a 50 Hz 10 msec window operating on the fault waveform 
of Fig. 6.1. The error zone around the origin is clearly 
observed and the time of its approach correlates closely 
with the time of the large errors occurring in the fault 
resistance curve of Fig. 6.2.
The errors in the distance calculation occurring as 
shown in Fig. 6.2 are a result of the errors in the 
resistance calculation of equation 4,2. From Fig, 6.4 
it may be seen that at the point of minimum imaginary com­
ponent the real component passes through zero increasing
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rapidly on both sides. According to the distance calcula­
tion of equation 4.3 this real term Re ^ is
multiplied by the large value of calculated fault resistance 
and added to the real part of equation 5.1 thereby introduc­
ing an error into the distance calculation changing sign 
rapidly as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Conditions are aggravated by errors occurring in the 
evaluation of U giving rise to the non zero imaginary part 
of equation 5.1 as mentioned earlier. In accordance with 
equation 6.1 the term U is following an ellipse centred on 
the origin and nominally of constant modulus with quasi­
optimum window widths. However,by inspection of equation 
4.4 during error conditions, the transform of current I,lu) , ct, p J
approaches complex zero and therefore the calculation of U
depends largely on the two window threshold current samples
/
i, X and i,^.. Greater errors can therefore be expected Caj (3)
in the calculation of U because of the reliance on two 
samples only.
This problem at first sight seems to lessen the pos­
sible applications of the finite transform distance protec­
tion technique, however, several methods of handling the 
problem are available having applicability depending to a 
great extent upon the form of an implemented scheme.
6.3 PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE OFFSET CURRENT PROBLEM
6,3.1 Removal of Transients from the Current Waveforms 
Consideration was given to the removal of d.c. trans­
ient components in the current waveform by use of conventional
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equipment such as Transactors or mimic impedances . A 
Transactor acts as a high pass filter whilst a mimic 
impedance can under certain conditions produce a voltage 
which is free of exponential components. Such a condition 
can be shown to occur when the time constant of the primary 
exponential components is equal to the time constant of the 
secondary mimic impedance. Both devices have the effect 
of reducing any d.c. transients which may occur in the 
primary waveforms whilst leaving the sinusoidal components 
which contain all the required information. The high pass 
filtering approach of a Transactor is preferred since the 
time constant of a mimic impedance can never match those 
of a primary waveform under all conditions.
One difficulty with a high pass filtering approach is 
the choice of a characteristic which reduces the exponen­
tial component without upsetting the performance of the 
finite transform method at the extraction frequency. Such 
a filter has a tendency to introduce its own relaxation 
transients into the waveforms which could interfere with 
subsequent operation of the scheme. Such a solution tends 
to defeat part of the object of a digital oriented scheme 
in seeking a fast and accurate fault location and it is 
considered that a means of overcoming the offset problem 
whilst achieving the objective should be possible using 
the digital processing power available. However the use 
of a high pass analogue filter for reducing current offset 
is not rejected and could well be adapted in a practical 
situation.
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6.5.2 Time Between Fault Inception and Occurrence of
Error
Figs. 6.2 and 6.4 show that the offset error condition 
occurs at about 25 msec after fault inception or about 15 
msec after the first post fault 10 msec window calculation. 
Within this 15 msec period there could appear to be suffi­
cient time to locate and isolate a fault before the error 
becomes intolerable. Consideration was therefore given 
to the factors which affect this delay and whether these 
could be controlled to maximise the time available for a 
trip decision.
Considering Fig. 6.4, the time available between 
points ”a” and ”b” is governed by the position of point "a" 
on the external circle enclosing the spiral, this being 
governed as discussed earlier by the transient quotient 
If, p\/U. Now according to equation 6.1,the argumentX - V . J , C X ,  p J
of U follows that of the voltage transform given by equa­
tion A2.12 of appendix A2. Therefore the argument of 
If,,̂   ̂ o\/U is found by subtracting the argument of equa- 
tion A2.12 from that of equation A2.20 giving the expres­
sion
+ (0 I - tan'l. ,» )4  ■ c
. .rg {l - • )“ >’■)
■ “o t} 6.3
where C is zero if sin t^ - (j)) is negative and tt if
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sin (o)̂  t£ - (j)} is positive. If sin t^ - c{)) is zero
there will be no transient. With a quasi-optimum window
when equations 5.10 and 5.15 hold and with an extraction 
frequency ^  equal to the power frequency equation
6.3 reduces to the form
= C + TT -  ̂ t . 6.4
Now since in the equations used in appendix A2 the time t 
is always at the centre of the observation window the time 
of the first post fault data calculation is given by
to = tf + % 6.5
which when substituted for t in equation 6.4 using equation
5.15 gives the result
= C + § - * - (Jo y  - 6.6
For the line described in section 4.3 with a voltage mini­
mum fault (i.e. t£ = 0) equation 6.6 evaluates to 5.7° 
which is therefore the approximate angle of the phasor from
the centre of the spiral to the point ”a" in Fig. 6.4. As
t£ the fault time increases, point ”a” will move clockwise 
until oJq t£ is equal to (84.3° for the line studied) and 
the spiral will have disappeared there being no transient. 
With further increases in t^, the spiral will reappear 
with an initial post fault angle given by equation 6.6 
with C equal to tt, of about 101.2°.
The conclusion of this analysis is that, with the
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particular frequency and window discussed, there is always
a delay of at least 10 msec between the first complete post
fault calculation and the occurrence of maximum offset
error. In order to illustrate this phenomenon more clearly
Figs. 6.5 to 6.11 show the direct evaluation of the term
t̂(oo a using the equations of appendix A2, a 50 Hz,
10 msec window and a system time constant L/R of 36.2 msec
for a number of fault incidence times. The conclusions
of the above analysis in regard to the first post fault
calculations are clearly shown. Fig. 6.12 shows the
locus of the first post fault value of I, ../U with^ (ü3,a,3j
variation in fault time t^, for the 50 Hz, 10 msec window, 
to be a circle. The approach of this locus to the outer 
circle indicates conditions leading to offset errors. 
However, because of the exponential decay, an initial 
calculation positioned on or just outside the circle cir­
cumference will not lead to division by zero in the
evaluation of I, as shown by part of tne curve(ü,a,3)
of Fig. 6.10 crossing the full offset circle at point ”c” .
Fig. 6.12 gives a fair idea of the time available, in 
offset current conditions, for a distance estimation before 
the offset error occurs, using a 50 Hz 10 msec quasi­
optimum window. The conditions produced by quasi-optimum 
windows of other extraction frequencies are shown in Fig. 
6.13 where it can be seen that below 50 Hz the spiral 
initial diameter increases rapidly inevitably deteriorating 
performance at the maximum error point.
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The number of variables and parameters in the finite 
transform distance protection method hinders a complete 
understanding especially during these offset conditions. 
However the results so far show with confidence that with 
the correct choice of parameters the problem of current 
offset errors in the fault resistance calculation could be 
alleviated in practice by the amount of time available for 
acceptable measurement before these error conditions 
become intolerable.
6.5.3 Use of Non Quasi-Optimum Windows
In the analysis and investigation of these offset
current conditions only quasi-optimum windows as discussed
in chapter 5 have been considered. It may be affirmed
that the theory discussed there in relation to optimising
the window width for extraction frequency content still
applies in offset current conditions since the quantities
involved, V, and U, still maintain their generally(w,a,3j  ̂ /
sinusoidal nature. It was considered however that non 
optimum conditions for frequency content may possibly 
ease the offset current problem because of the elliptical 
loci which result in the complex transforms.
Fig. 6.14 shows an analytical evaluation of I, ../U(w,a,3)
using again the equations of appendix A2, a system time 
constant of 36.2 msec and a 50 Hz window of 8 msec in 
duration. This plot compares with that of Fig. 6.10 for 
a 10 msec quasi-optimum window and a slight flattening 
near the zero suggests that such a short window might
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yield more acceptable errors. Fig. 6.15 shows the result 
of this 8 msec window operating on the data of Fig. 6.1 
and in comparison with the 10 msec result of Fig. 6.2 a 
small improvement is observed.
The above result suggests that some improvement in 
response using non quasi-optimum windows might be attain­
able. However, analysis is again difficult and the 
results so far are not conclusive.
6.3.4 Detection of Offset Conditions and Modification
of the Algorithm
A study of the distance calculation of equation 3.41 
reveals that, in the condition of zero current finite 
transform, the term Rr I, , for any value of Rr, is
zero and the distance calculation may be reduced to the 
form of equation 3.38. In these circumstances the fault 
resistance is indeterminate and there is no purpose in the 
use of equation 4.2. It could similarly be argued that 
when the finite transform of current is small, the contri­
bution of the term Rr I, is small and may be neglec-
ted. This forms the basis of a possible solution to the 
offset current problem. A small modulus of the term
I , ox could be detected and if below a preset threshold (w,a,3)
the fault resistance calculation could be foregone and 
equation 3.38 used for the distance formula. This was 
the procedure adopted in the initial investigations des­
cribed in section 6.1 producing the direct distance calcu­
lation of Fig. 6.3 after the resistance correction in
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Fig. 6.2 revealed the offset error.
In the few milliseconds immediately subsequent to the 
first complete post fault calculation,an acceptable accuracy 
in the fault resistance corrected formula of equation 3.41 
could indicate quickly the existence of offset conditions, 
preparing for the adaptation of an uncorrected distance 
calculation if the current transform modulus falls below 
threshold. An alternative approach could be in the use 
of equation 3.38 directly in all circumstances when its 
imaginary part is within a tolerable limit, which should 
include the offset condition as well as negligible fault 
resistance conditions. In both cases the quasi-optimum 
conclusions of chapter 5 should be borne in mind.
With the possibility of a technique based on the
I
above idea the question arises as to the effect of a high
fault resistance which could cause the term Rr I,I  (w , ot, p J
with a Small current transform to make a considerable con­
tribution to the distance calculation. However the pos­
sibility of difficulty in this direction is offset by the 
fact that a high fault resistance will reduce the overall 
time constant of the power system causing any d.c. offset 
to decay rapidly thus avoiding the offset error condition 
within the time concession discussed in section 6.3.1.
Fig. 6.16 shows the resistance compensated solution applied 
to a high resistance earth fault of 25 Ü and the effect of 
the fault resistance in alleviating the offset problem is 
'evident.
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Although an approach of this nature could well form 
the basis for a workable scheme the loss of fault resis­
tance tracking could be of detriment if for example quad­
rilateral characteristics were required for blocking 
during power savings, faults on other phases in a three 
phase system or perhaps long line normal load conditions .
Much testing has to be carried out before a scheme 
of this nature can be designed. Careful consideration 
must be given to operating and network conditions and in 
particular system time constants to obtain the correct 
error settings,
6.3.5 Dynamic Windows or Dual Window Tracking
It was shown in chapter 5 that for extraction frequen­
cies above about 40 Hz the window of observation may be 
increased in duration above the first quasi-optimum and 
with some improvement in the frequency content. This can 
also be observed of the current offset error by inspection 
of the current transform equations in appendix A2. An 
increase in window duration T tends to decrease the modulus 
of the transient current transform given by equation A2.20 
whilst increasing the size of the steady state ellipse of 
equation A2.17.
Figs. 6.17 and 6.18 show the results of 15 msec and 
20 msec windows operating on the data of Fig. 6.1 and both 
show a considerable improvement over the 10 msec window of 
Fig. 6.2. Both these windows however extend the time to 
the first accurate post fault calculation and deteriorates
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the fast location capability of the finite transform tech­
nique, Notwithstanding this, it is conceivable that a 
practical scheme could be designed around the combined use 
of short 10 msec and longer say 20 msec windows in a manner 
which overcomes the offset current problem.
The problem arises mainly for faults beyond the relay 
setting which may cause overreach when the distance calcu­
lation shown in Fig. 6.2 takes a downward droop. It was 
discussed in section 6.3.1 that a finite time is available 
between the first post fault calculation and the onset of 
the offset current error in a 50 Hz, 10 msec window algorithm. 
This time should be sufficient to locate and isolate a 
fault which lies within the protected zone. If the fault 
lies outside the zone then more accurate calculation is 
required from about 20 msec after the fault in order to 
prevent any overreach. This more accurate calculation 
could be provided by a scheme in which the window is dyna­
mically increased at fault detection from a 10 msec initial 
period to 20 msec and back again to 10 msec, an operation 
which should avoid the offset current error conditions.
An alternative arrangement might be to have parallel 
10 msec and 20 msec window schemes continuously monitoring 
the line a comparison of their results yielding the required 
speed of operation and immunity to offset currents.
6.4 CONCLUSION
In this chapter the occurrence of errors arising in 
the finite transform distance protection algorithm during
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offset current conditions have been discussed and some 
possible methods of overcoming the problem have been con­
sidered. It has not been the intention to arrive at an 
absolute solution but merely to indicate some of the areas 
which require consideration for further work.
On first discovery the offset current conditions 
seemed to limit the possible applications of the finite 
transform technique. However by a deeper study it has 
been discovered that there is sufficient flexibility in 
the technique to avoid or overcome problems in a practical 
situation. It has been shown that a number of solutions 
are possible and that the choice of technique could be 




O F F -LIN E STUDIES OF THE NEW T E C H N I Q U E
7.1 COMPARISON WITH THE FOURIER SERIES METHOD
A number of investigators have studied the practica­
bility and performance of the various proposed fault 
location algorithms and to date the most promising and 
popular of all techniques has been the Fourier series 
approach; discussed in section 2.65. As shown in section 
3.6, the finite Fourier transform technique is related to 
the Fourier series method when an extraction frequency 
equal to the power frequency and a window corresponding 
to the power frequency period are used. It is useful 
therefore to compare the results of the two methods, in 
order to indicate the advantages in the finite transform 
technique. ,
As discussed briefly in section 4.1, a high rate of 
sampling in the simulation results and corresponding 
fault location algorithms ib used with a twofold purpose. 
Firstly, a high sampling rate avoids errors introduced by 
the discrete numerical integration process, which are 
common to all integration methods and secondly, it is 
possible to test the performance of the location algorithms 
in the presence of high frequency content signals without 
introducing aliasing problems. A sampling frequency of 
4 kHz is used in these studies.
In order to avoid the problems caused by errors in 
the specified line parameter values, as discussed in
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section 4.5 of chapter 4, a fault resistance correction 
term is added to the Fourier series form of equation 3.59, 
giving the relationship
(Rl + juLĵ )
For convenience, equation 7.1 is multiplied by the line 
impedance modulus per unit length |Z^J, giving the 
expression
1(0, .a, B)
which is related to the finite transform method in the 
form of equations 4.3 and 4.4. Both methods have solu­
tions for DjZ^I and as described in section 4.5.
Fig. 7.1 shows the Fourier series result of equation
7,2 operating on the single phase line earth fault wave­
forms of Fig. 4.4. This compares with the finite trans­
form result of equation 4.3, shown in Fig. 7.2. As to|be 
expected, the post fault results are very similar because 
under these conditions, with no offset in the current 
wave, the extra window threshold terms in the finite 
transform denominator terms of equation 4.4 cancel and 
the two methods give a similar result. It is notable 
however that the calculations converge differently on the 
final result, as the window of observation spans the fault 
incidence time. In the case of the finite transform
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method, a clear transition is evident when the fault inci­
dence moves out of the window. This clear transition 
could be of value in determining the exact time of the 
fault.
Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 show the result of the two methods 
applied to the voltage minimum fault data shown in Fig.
6.1. Fig. 7.3 for the Fourier series method shows the 
unsteadiness caused by the non-periodic exponential com­
ponent which is taken care of by the window threshold 
terms in the finite transform method, as shown by the 
result of Fig. 7.4. The superiority of the finite trans­
form method is clearly marked in this case and the impor­
tance of the non-periodic fault waveform components is 
evident.
The above comparisons demonstrate the improvement in 
the new technique over previous proposals. The compari­
son is necessarily limited however to the 20 msec window 
period of the Fourier series method and it has been said 
that the major advantage of the finite transform technique 
lies in the possible use of much narrower windows of 
observation. Fig. 7.5 shows a finite transform, 5 msec 
window result, using again the waveforms of Fig. 4.4. No 
sensible result can be achieved from a Fourier series 
approach using such brief amounts of information and the 
high speed capability of the new method is clearly demon­
strated.
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7.2 THREE PHASE LINE STUDIES
A number of tests of the finite transform distance
protection method were carried out using the simulated 
three phase system data described in chapter 4. A 129 
km line, with a sending end fault level of 5 GVA and 
receiving end fault level of 35 GVA, with zero pre-fault
power flow is considered. The high sending end source
impedance results in noisy relaying voltages when faults 
are applied at 80% or 103 km along the line from the 
sending end. Sending and receiving end system reactance 
to resistance ratios of 100 are used.
In these studies,the transposed relationships of 
appendix A1 are used in the form
D | Z j  =
h(iarc(B) - iarc(a)
7.3
for earth faults on phase ”a” where:
= R^ + jwL^ 7.4
and:
D|Zl
h ( h c C )  - ibcw + > 4 )  :be(w,0,3) 
7.5
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for inter-phase faults on phases ”b” and ”c". The form 
of these equations enabled the single phase fault analysis 
algorithms to be used with phase voltage and residual 
compensated current for earth faults and line voltage with 
phase current differences for inter-phase faults. In 
both cases, the D|Z^| term calculated is the modulus of 
the line positive phase sequence impedance to the fault. 
For the phase earth fault expression 7.3, the term is
given by the relationship
Rfc = a-k) 7.6
where R^^ is the actual fault resistance and k is the 
ratio of mutual to self line impedance terms given by 
equation Al.lO. The corresponding term R^^^ in equation
7.5 is the actual inter-phase fault resistance.
;
Using the 50 Hz parameters from table 4.1, equations 
A3.8 and A3.9 of appendix A3 give the appropriate symmet­
rical component impedances of the line as given in table
7.1. For the phase to earth fault studies, the compensa­
ted current of expression A3.15 was used to derive the 
relay current signal.
7.3 PHASE TO EARTH FAULTS
Figs. 7.6 and 7.7 show the voltages and currents 
respectively for a zero impedance phase ”a" earth fault 
at 103 km. along the line, occurring at maximum voltage 
on the ”a” phase. The high sending end source impedance 
gives rise to the large high frequency travelling wave 
components in the phase "a" relaying voltages. A
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transient high frequency component of 894 Hz is observed 
which corresponds to a reflected travelling wave of 1.44
o
X 10 m/sec velocity. The high frequency component is 
shown induced in the sound phase voltages and the "a" 
fault current is shown in Fig. 7.7.
From the three phase currents of Fig. 7.7, the resi­
dual compensated "a” phase current i^^^, shown in Fig. 7.8, 
was calculated according to equation A3.15 and applied 
with the phase "a” voltage to the single phase algorithm 
of equation 7.3. Fig. 7.9 shows the response using a 
quasi-optimum window of 10 msec, with an extraction frequen­
cy of 50 Hz. The simulation sampling rate of 4 kHz is 
retained in the finite transform integration.
The location algorithm rapidly converges on the post 
fault positive phase sequence sending end to fault line 
impedance modulus of 29.64 verifying the validity of 
the transposed line assumptions discussed in appendix A1. 
The high frequency relaying signal components are seen to 
partially penetrate the frequency extraction process, 
which is probably a result of the lumped parameter line 
assumptions in the window threshold terms. These high 
frequency components in the results could cause problems 
of trip uncertainty with faults close to the protected 
zone boundary, however, they tend to diminish with the use 
of lower sampling rates and are less of a problem in 
practical schemes. This point is discussed in a later 
chapter.
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A small value of resistance is detected by thetc /
algorithm whereas, in the simulation, a zero impedance 
fault was considered. A similar phenomena occurred in 
the single phase results discussed in chapter 4 and the 
cause is currently under investigation.
Figs. 7.10 and 7.11 show phase voltages and currents 
respectively for system conditions similar to those of 
Figs. 7.6 and 7.7 but with the fault occurring at voltage 
minimum on the ”a** phase. A large exponentially decaying 
d.c. offset on the ”a” phase current results.
Fig. 7.12 shows the result of equation 7.3 applied 
to the waveform of Figs. 7.10 and 7.11 and the offset 
errors discussed in chapter 6 again occur. The possible
methods of dealing with this problem have already been
1
discussed.
Fig. 7.13 shows the result of a fault resistance un­
corrected algorithm in the form
^ ^a((jD,g, g)____________ ________________________________________________
h(iarc(e) -''“® - ^arcCa) 'arc(03,a,6)
7. 7
which gives an expected smoother response. The results 
here are similar to those of the single phase studies in 
chapter 6 and the possible use of an uncorrected algorithm 
has been discussed.
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7.4 HIGH RESISTANCE EARTH FAULTS
In order to investigate the response of the finite 
transform method to high impedance faults, a 25 ^ resis­
tive earth fault was simulated. Figs. 7.14 and 7.15 
show the waveforms generated by such a fault applied at 
the same distance, time and system conditions as for 
Figs. 7.6 and 7.7 and the result of equation 7.3 applied 
to the same data is shown in Fig. 7.16. Equation 7.3 
gives a measured impedance in terms of a component colinear 
with the line impedance locus and an additional resistive 
component, as shown in the phasor diagram of Fig. 7.17.
The resistive component in Fig. 7.17 is not the true 
fault resistance R^^ estimate but the term R^^ related 
to it by equation 7.6. Using the approximation
k£|Z^/Zsl ,7.8
with the 50 Hz parameters from table 4.1 and an actual 
fault resistance R£^ of 25 equation 7.6 evaluated to 
14.9 which is at considerable variance with the mea­
sured value. This shows the effect of the high fault 
level remote source infeed.
In section A3.3 of appendix A3, expression A3.22 is 
derived for the steady state impedance measured by an 
earth fault relay in double end fed high resistance fault 
Conditions. The appropriate zero and positive sequence 
impedances for the network are given in table 7.1, the 
zero and positive sequence source impedances being assumed 
to be equal, as derived from the corresponding fault
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levels. Using the values of table 7.1 in equation A3.22, 
the measured relay impedance evaluates to the theoretical 
figure of (88.5 + J29.5) shown also in Figs. 7.16 and 7.17.
A discrepancy between the theoretical and experimen­
tal results again occurs, pointing to some error in the 
digital processes involved in the combined power system 
simulation and protection scheme algorithms. In view of 
the amount of processing involved, particularly in the 
simulation studies, the observed agreement is considered 
to be highly encouraging. The errors are likely to be 
of a numerical nature, the cause of which is currently 
being investigated. The aim of this theoretical compari­
son for the high fault impedance conditions is to verify 
that the results are of the correct order expected and 
that the new algorithm works satisfactorily in these 
adverse conditions.
The influence of remote infeeds on the accuracy of 
relays and the transposed line assumptions in residual 
schemes, are well researched topics^*^^ and are not the 
primary concern of this work. It is important princi­
pally to demonstrate the advantages of the new method, 
in regard to intrinsic speed and accuracy, over existing 
techniques and results such as Fig. 7.16 clearly contribute 
to this aim.
Figs. 7.18 to 7.20 show results for a voltage mini­
mum, high resistive earth fault, giving a large current 
offset. In this case however, the fault resistance
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causes a rapid decay in the offset current and the diffi­
culty experienced in Fig. 7.12 does not occur. This 
fault resistance easing of the offset current problem was 
discussed in section 6.3.3 of chapter 6 and the results 
here verify the applicability of the previous conclusions 
in the three phase case.
7.5 PHASE TO PHASE FAULTS
Figs. 7.21 and 7.22 show the simulation of a zero 
impedance, phase ”b” to phase "c” , maximum line voltage 
fault, at 80% along the line. Very noisy voltage wave­
forms result, with slow decay of the reflected wavefronts, 
characteristic of faults not involving earth.
From these three phase signals, the single phase 
relaying quantities shown in Fig. 7.23 are derived, 
according to equations A3.29 and A3.32 of appendix A3, 
and Fig. 7.24 shows the result of a 50 Hz, 10 msec fault 
location algorithm operating on this data. This result 
is similar to the phase-earth fault result of Fig. 7.9 
and verifies application of the single phase expressions 
to inter-phase faults. The high frequency penetration 
is pronounced because of the very noisy line conditions, 
but the use of analogue filters, associated with lower 
sampling rates, is likely to reduce this problem in prac­
tical conditions, as discussed later.
Results similar to the appropriate phase-earth fault 
studies occur in the case of a voltage minimum, offset 
current, phase-phase fault.
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Figs. 7.25 to 7.27 show the results for a 25 ^ resis­
tive phase-phase fault occurring at line voltage maximum.
In comparison with Fig. 7.21, the voltage curves of Fig. 
7.25 show the effect of the high resistance in damping 
the reflected transients. Fig. 7.27 shows the character­
istic rapid response of a 50 Hz, 10 msec window algorithm.
An analysis of the effects of remote source infeed 
on high resistance interphase fault impedance measurement 
is given in section A3.4 of appendix A3 and equation A3.25 
gives the impedance seen by a relay. Using the values of 
table 7.1, equation A3.25 evaluates to (78.8 + j29.6) Q, 
which corresponds to a line impedance modulus of 29.6 ÇI 
with an additional resistance of 77 fî. This theoretical 
measurement is shown in Fig. 7.27 with close correspondence 
to the actual measured value, verifying the operation of 
both the power system simulation and the protection 
algorithm.
7.6 SUMMARY
The results in this chapter verify the operation of 
the finite transform distance protection method in various 
power system fault conditions, using conventional tech­
niques for deriving single phase relaying quantities from 
the three phase voltages and currents. These promising 
results show that in the case of short lines, a protection 
scheme based on such techniques could have significant 
advantages of speed and accuracy over the use of conven­
tional comparators. The quasi-optimum, 50 Hz extraction
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frequency, 10 msec window algorithm yields good results 
and shows that acceptable, faster operation could ppssibly 
be achieved with narrower windows. The use of untrans­
posed impedance algorithms, discussed in chapter 3, would 
further improve accuracy and could have important applica­
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PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
FINITE TRANSFORM TECHNIQUE
.8»! DIGITAL PROCESSING POSSIBILITIES
I In the previous chapters off-line computer studies
!
the finite transform distance protection method have 
been discussed. The aim of these studies was to inves­
tigate the theoretical limitations and conditions which 
might give rise to significant errors, without consider­
ing in too much detail any practical problems of imple­
mentation. This chapter discusses some aspects of 
digital implementation in regard to the possible hardware 
and software requirements.
At the outset of this work it was realised that a 
digital scheme was likely to yield significant advantages, 
over an analogue implementation, when dealing with the 
very short amounts of information and signal processing 
techniques involved-. The processes of multiplication, 
addition and integration can all be performed in analogue 
form on a continuous basis, but a problem arises with the 
Window threshold correction terms, which would have to be 
Stored in some way or delayed, to facilitate continuous 
monitoring. When the total process for a fault location 
is considered with the complex arithmetic involved, the 
number of arithmetic operations becomes considerable and 
the hardware requirements for an analogue implementation 
would probably be uneconomic in comparison with a digital 
scheme using current technology.
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A digital scheme is attractive in many ways. The 
process, in the first instance, can be serialised, within 
the constraints of speed, thereby achieving minimum hard­
ware costs. The processes of multiplications, division 
and addition are very simply performed whilst maintaining 
accuracy in freedom from drift and the necessary calibra­
tion of analogue devices. Storage of data is very simply 
performed allowing the use of past data and facilitating 
the integration of protection, instrumentation, dataI
collection and data validation schemes.
I  .
I In chapter 2 the various proposals put forward for 
digital protection schemes were discussed and it is clear 
that, to the present, most digital protection schemes 
have been based on the idea of a centralised processing 
plant, perhaps in the mini-computer range, servicing pro­
tection and other tasks of data collection and instrumen­
tation for a number of plant items. With the availabi­
lity of low priced digital devices in the micro-processor 
range, interest has turned again towards segregation in 
the form of dedicated items of equipment performing limited 
functions, for example the protection of a single transmis­
sion line.
This chapter studies the case of a single three phase 
line distance protection scheme in order to establish, in 
general terms, the requirements of hardware and software 




It is assumed in the first instance that the transdu­
cers and signal conditioning equipment supplying the 
relaying signals have frequency responses in the region 
Of 1 kHz so that components in the primary quantities up 
to this frequency are faithfully represented. Also that 
the signals are available at electronic levels suitable 
for sampling and converting to digital form.
In the case of a three phase transmission line all 
three phase voltages and three phase currents require 
sampling at the same instant in time, for the correct 
windowing of the finite transform process, as defined by 
the expressions developed in section 3.5. Hence it is 
probable that some sample and hold circuitry will be
} ■
required, which will allow the six signals to be multi­
plexed through a single analogue to digital converter for 
presentation to the digital processor. Conventional 
analogue to digital converters have conversion times of 
about 20 psec, so it should be possible to convert all 
the required data well within the sampling interval of a 
practical scheme of say less than 5 kHz sampling rate.
The data samples, as they are converted, could be placed 
in the store of the computer by the standard techniques 
of either interrupt servicing or direct memory access (DMA). 
-A DMA technique is preferable because this leaves the pro­
cessor with the maximum amount of time available for the 
protection algorithm. A schematic of the arrangement is
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shown in Fig. 8.1.
8.2.2 Digitisation
In any digital processing scheme, consideration must 
be given to the size and range of the quantities being 
processed since, with a finite number of bits available 
for representation, overflow can occur with quantities 
which are too large, or large truncation errors with very 
small quantities. In the case of a high voltage trans­
mission line, the voltages and currents can vary over a 
very large range between normal and fault conditions and 
it is probable that truncation and overflow errors will 
have to be tolerated for extreme conditions. The distance 
protection function however is such that signal levels can 
be pre-estimated for faults near to the critical location 
at the end of the section being protected and digital 
Scaling factors may be chosen so that this point is within 
a zone which gives acceptable location accuracy.
-An idea of the range of the voltages and currents to 
be processed may be obtained by neglecting the network 
resistances and remote end feeds of Fig. 4.1 and consider­
ing the fault levels in the very simplified positive sequence 
diagram of F ig.8.2.
Sampling of the relaying voltage is a fairly straight­
forward process. The voltage is a sinusoidal quantity 
with a steady state r.m.s. value reducing during fault 
«conditions by the ratio
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For the three phase 129 km line discussed in section 4.3, 
With a 35 GVA source and a single phase fault at the far 
è'nd Of the line, the ratio V^/V^ is approximately 0.886. 
With a 5 GVA source this ratio falls to 0.53 and 0.361 
With a fault at mid point along the line. The fall in 
relay voltage of 0,53 from steady state, for an end point 
fault and a high source impedance, should not present any 
sampling problem. The digital representation could be 
scaled to give almost the maximum number of significant 
bits for the peak steady state voltage.
Faults near to the relaying point can however create
measurement problems when, as equation 8.1 shows, the
i ■
relaying voltage becomes very small. In particular, pro­
blems of directional instability can occur giving a ten­
dency to trip in the event of faults close to the relay 
but in adjacent zones. This is a problem common to all 
distance protection schemes which rely on the relaying 
point system voltage in an impedance measurement. Con­
ventional well proven techniques are available Such as the 
use of sound phase voltage or memory action^, and it is 
likely that Such techniques can be applied also in the 
case of a digital scheme.
The relay current signal can experience very large 
Changes during fault conditions and it is this quantity 
Which is likely to dictate the zone of acceptable accuracy
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in a digital protection scheme. With a very stiff source, 
the fault current will be approximately inversely propor­
tional to the distance of the fault from the relaying point 
and there is a trade off between the nearness of the fault, 
without creating overflow, and the truncation error with a 
fault occurring at the remote end of the line. It is 
sensible to scale the current analogue to digital conver­
sion so that faults beyond say, the mid point of the pro­
tected zone, will not cause overflow. A remote end 
fault could then cause currents of up to one half the 
maximum value convertible.
Another consideration is the possibility of offsets 
in the current waveform as discussed in chapter 6. This 
offset Can be total so that instantaneous current levels 
of at least twice the steady state sinusoidal peak values 
should be considered.
in all, a zero offset fault at the end of the protec­
ted zone could give rise to current peaks of one quarter 
of the maximum values due to an offset current mid zone 
fault. Good accuracy is required for such an end of zone 
fault and therefore a digital representation of say 8 bits 
(maximum value 511) is required for the peak zero offset 
current giving a least significant bit truncation error 
of 1/1022. Hence, with the same scaling, 10 bits are 
required to represent peak offset current values due to 
a mid zone fault. In addition to the 10 bits required 
for peak value representation, an eleventh bit is required
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for the sign since the sampled quantities are bi-directional.
From the above it is envisaged that a 10 bit plus sign, 
analogue to digital conversion process is required in order 
to cater for the required accuracy and the possibility of 
extreme offset conditions.
8.2.5 Digital Processing Word Length
Once the signals have been acquired in digital form 
an algorithm must be implemented to perform the finite 
transform process. The size of the terms appearing in 
the distance and fault resistance calculation can indicate 
the preferred bit length of the processor.
In appendix A2 expressions for the various quantities 
are derived. With a quasi-optimum window period, dis­
cussed in section 5.3, the complex voltage transform of 
equation A2.12 forms a zero centred circular locus of 
radius and therefore maximum value given by the expression
\  |B+A| = |B-A| =
8.2
Equation 8.2 has a maximum value V^T/2 when to is equal to 
(0 .̂ In general:
V / 2 .  8.3
If the trapizium rule form of numerical integration is 
used, as discussed later, then is it convenient to obtain 
the transform multiplied by 2/h, where h is the sampling
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interval. The interval h is related to the number of 
samples N in the observation window by the expression
h = ^ 8.4
and hence, the maximum value of the scaled voltage trans­
form is given by the expression
i  |V(w,a.g)lmax^ N " V
By similar deduction from equation A2.17, the maximum 
of the steady state current transform is given by the 
expression
I (üj,a, B) ̂ max ^ ^m ^ . 8.6
IZiwo Z
From equation A2.20, the maximum modulus of the transient 
current transform for a quasi-optimum window, with the 
conditions
w = w 8.70
and T — — 8.8
03
is given by the expression
h(w,a,6)lmax = " \ 8.9
|Z|wo
which may be written using equation 8.8 in the form
IZiwo "
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The maximum scaled transform of the total current is given 
by the sum of equations 8.6 and 8.8 multiplied by 2N/T as 
for equation 8.5 in the form
which reduces to the expression
ÏÏ 8.12
where I is the steady state current maximum given by: ssm ' o /
U s m  = V ' Z l w o  ' 8-13
If the process uses fixed point integer arithmetic, 
equation 8.12 indicates the number of bits required to
represent the transformed quantities for faults within
} ■
the required zone of accuracy. As described in section 
8.2.2, the maximum steady state (no offset) current for a 
mid zone fault is represented typically by 9 bits, or 777g 
(octal). Substitution of this value into equation 8.12 
shows that with a typical value for N of say 16 or less,
15 bits will be sufficient to represent the maximum scaled 
current transform. An additional sign bit will be 
required for bi-polar representation, therefore, a 16 bit 
processor should be used.
Before integration, the relay digital signals will 
require multiplication by the Fourier kernel e”^^^ of equa- 
tion 3,1. Representation of the kernel in 16 bit form 
will preserve the truncation accuracy as also will 16 bit
-  1 1 0  -
representation throughout the fault location algorithm.
So far, consideration has been given only to fixed 
point signal integer arithmetic. This form of processing 
is much faster than floating point representation but 
limits the dynamic range of variables and fixes an absolute 
truncation error. The process however is well defined and 
with careful scaling of variables throughout the algorithm, 
it is unlikely that problems owing to these limitations 
would occur.
The above discussions show that a digital processor 
of 16 bit word length (popular in many ranges of currently 
available equipment) should be capable of the truncation 
accuracy and flexibility required of an implemented finite 
transform distance protection scheme. ^
t ■
8. 2. 4, Extended Arithmetic Element
With the large number of multiplications and divisions 
required in the finite transform algorithm, the provision 
of a hardware multiply/divide unit is likely to yield sig­
nificant gains. The time for a typical software 16 bit 
fixed point multiplication is 300 ysec and 600 ysec for a 
division, whilst both operations can be performed within 
6 ysec by a hardware unit.
8.2.5* Other. Equipment
A trip decision can be passed to conventional circuit 
breaker equipment by means Of a digital interface or out­
put port facility.
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Other equipment may be required in an implemented 
scheme to perform data logging or communication interfac­
ing with a central master control installation. The 
requirement here is variable with the practical configura­
tion and independent of the main fault location task.
8.3 THE DISCRETE FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM PROCESS
In an implemented finite Fourier transform scheme 
only past data can be used, for example data collected in 
an interval T prior to the present time t. The finite 
Fourier transform of a function f^^^ in the interval t-T 
to t may be written in the form
*\w,t-T,t) * f f(t-T) ® *-14t-T
where the factor ’’a” caters for an arbitrary time shift 
in the Fourier kernel e i^t^ jf samples of the function 
^(t) available only at intervals of h in time then
equation 8.14 may be approximated by the discrete form
'(..t-i.t) s  è
n=l-N
where K is the number of sample intervals in the window 
given by
N = T/h. 8.16
In the off-line studies, the kernel was moved with 
the window making the factor ’̂a" of the form
a ® c - t 8.17
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where "c** is a constant. This means that at each sample 
interval the whole of the samples within the integration 
period have to be multiplied by new, real and imaginary, 
kernel values and re-summed to obtain a new complex value 
for the finite transform. The process presents no diffi­
culty in off-line studies, or even in an on-line situation 
when a single spot calculation is required, but is waste­
ful and time consuming when a repetitive calculation or 
monitoring process is required.
The process may be simplified by setting the factor 
*'a” to zero and writing equation 8.15 in the form
° ^ ̂  f(nh+t) ® *"1*
n=l-N
where movement of the window does not involve re-multipli- 
eation of all the terms within the summation. For example, 
the summation term of one window is the (k-1)^^ term of 
the next window. The kernel term is a repetitive sinu­
soidal function (real and imaginary) and by arranging its 
period to be an integer multiple of h, the sample period, 
a complete cycle may be stored and values used in a cyclic 
process as the window is moved along the function f^^^.
In movement of the window through one interval h, the 
summation may be updated recursively by subtraction of the 
last term and addition of the new term in the form
- h f(k-N+) + h w’' 8.19
whore F is the value of F at time t given by:
t = kh 8.20
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f,,. is an abréviation for fri.N and W , . is the term(k) (kh) (ü3)
W(w) = 8-21
In this technique the minimum amount of processing is
required with the arrival of each new sample.
I
8.4 THE CHOICE OF INTEGRATION METHOD
The particular numerical integration or quadrature
process discussed in the previous section is one approxi­
mation to the true integral and other approximations may 
be applicable. In appendix A4, three other formulae, 
the mid-point rule, the trapezium rule and Simpson’s rule 
are discussed and it is shown that there is a trade off 
between accuracy and simplicity of the finite transform 
repetitive algorithm.
Simpson’s rule gives the best accuracy but may only 
be applied over an even number of intervals and a multi­
plication is involved before updating the integral.
Of the single interval methods, the mid-pomt formula 
gives the best accuracy and the update procedure involves 
only one addition and one subtraction. This method seems 
attractive, but unfortunately, the integral window must 
extend between mid-interval points where no samples are 
available for the window threshold correction components 
of the finite transform frequency extraction algorithm.
Hence, for the purpose of the finite transform algor­
ithm where samples are required at the window boundaries.
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thé trapezium rule seems to be the simplest and most appro­
priate, The disadvantage over the mid-point rule is its 
apparent lower accuracy and the required work of two 
additions and two subtractions for real and imaginary 
components at each interval.
8,5 A THREE PHASE SINGLE LINE DISTANCE PROTECTION SCHEME
8.5.1 Description of Process
In section 3.5 of chapter 3 equations were derived for 
a three phase line distance protection algorithm taking 
into account the untransposed self and mutual line imped­
ances. In order to investigate the implementation of 
such a complete scheme, initial design studies were based 
on equations 3.49 to 3.51 for phase to earth faults and 
the extension of equation 3.57 for phase to phase faults. 
PTOm these equations it is evident that finite transforms 
of all three phase-currents are required for the calcula­
tion of the phase potential gradient transforms U^, 
and equally the three phase-voltage transforms are required 
for the different fault types.
fach of the finite transforms may be expressed, 
using the trapezium rule, in the recursive discrete form
î (̂k'l) (̂k.) "(w) ' f(k-N)
8.22
^ i c h  may be written
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in which only addition and subtractions are involved sub­
sequent to the Fourier kernel weighting at each iteration.
The terms * both real and imaginary, are each
u^ed four times as the recursive fault location continues.
Therefore, it would be desirable to store the weighted
ndata f^^^ real and imaginary, for each sample so
fhat only two multiplications and two additions are invol­
ved at each iteration. The Z transform of equation 8.23 
may then be written in the form
2 T.
ÏÏ (w,k) = fl + Z~^ - z'N+l “ à 8.24
represented by the diagram of Fig. 8.3.
Having calculated the weighted data and the trans­
formed three phase quantities, the phase potential gradients 
may be calculated according to equation 3.50 which may be 



















The weighted data store is useful for the window threshold 
correction, involving the difference between the terms
^(k-N)
The phase to phase fault quantities, as required in 
equation 3.57 may be found from differences of the phase-
earth fault terms and fault location calculations combinedI
fqr the six fault types.
The fault resistance and location complex calculations 
m^y be simplified in the following way.
E V(w,o,6) = * + jb 8-26
2
ÏÏ U = c + jd ■ 8.27
then in accordance with equations of type 3.52:
Rf = • 8.29
Now, since the fault distance lias no imaginary part, equa­










The equation to be used will depend upon the relative com­
ponent magnitudes of c and d of the phasor U. If c > d
then from equation 8.30:
D = (a - R£ e)/c - 8.32
or, if d > c equation 8.31 gives:
I
D = (b - Rf f)/d. 8.33
A trip decision may be made by simple zone checks on
the calculated fault location and resistance values. AI
flow diagram of a complete 3 phase algorithm is shown in 
Fig. 8.4.
I 8.5.2 Timing Considerations
Software for a full three phase 50 Hz, scheme as des­
cribed above, was written in assembly code, for a Digital 
Equipment Corporation PDPll/20 mini-computer, in order to 
investigate processing speed requirements and practicabi­
lities in the use of existing equipment. The PDPll/20 
mini-computer is one of a range of 16 bit multi-register 
machines satisfying the general requirements discussed in 
section 8.2.
For the above machine the times required for the 
various operations shown in Fig. 8.4 are given in column 
A of table 8.1 and, in total, a sampling and location loop 
time of about 5 msec is involved. This is represented in 
the sequence diagram of Fig. 8.5a. Clearly such a scheme 
based on four samples per power frequency cycle of a 50 Hz
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system is unlikely to yield sensible results and some modi 
fication is required.
One improvement may be in the adoption of a sampling 
frequency higher than the frequency of the location calcu­
lation, thereby enabling the dispersion of the location 
calculation time over a number of sampling periods. From
table 8.1 an overhead time of 790 ysec is associated 
With weighting the incoming data and updating the trans­
forms, a time which will be required from the processor 
at each sampling interval. This places an upper limit 
of 1,26 kHz on the sampling frequency. The remainder 
of the fault location from table 8.1 takes of the order 
of 4,12 msec and if this time T^ is dispersed over M 
samples the sampling interval h is given by:
\
h * Tg + T^/M. '8.34
The total time between calculations is then given by
= Mh 8.35
and a combination of equations 8.34 and 8.35 gives the 
expression
T" = T, 8.36
■1 - Ts/h
4.120 X io"8 sec,—  . 1 - .79 X lO'^/h 8.37
%ble 8.2 Ŝ ĥows the evaluation of equation 8.37 for 
a number of sampling intervals h, from which it is seen
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that an algorithm based on 16 samples per cycle of a 50 Hz 
power frequency wave will produce location results every
11.2 msec. With an observation window of 10 msec, the 
first completely post fault location will be produced in
21.2 msec after the fault. This process is illustrated
i
in the sequence diagram of Fig, 8.5.C.
8,5.3 Simplification of the Three Phase Fault 
location Scheme
Reductions in the fault location times may be achieved 
by the adaptation of various simplifying assumptions in the 
basic three phase scheme.
In section 3,5.4 and appendix Al, the use of approxi­
mate transposed line impedances and residual compensation 
techniques are discussed and a simplified calculation of 
the line potential gradient is developed, in the form of 
equation Al,15, using the positive sequence line impedances 
and residual compensated phase currents. In comparison 
with equation 3,50, it seems that equation A1.15 involves 
much fewer arithmetic operations and hence a considerable 
time saving may be made. In analysis it is found better 
to perform the compensation on the currents after trans­
formation which adds to the overhead, but nevertheless a 
total saving of 990 ysec may be made in the calculation of 
the phase potential gradients in table 8.1.
By the use of a residual compensated current scheme 
the three phase problem is solved using single phase 
equations which enables the total fault loop impedance to
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be considered in the lumped form of equations A1.20 and 
A1.21. This further simplifies the denominator terms by- 
removal of the line resistance multiplication in equa­
tion A1.15 and a time reduction of 390 ysec is possible 
on the figure in table 8.1.
Another saving may be achieved by the technique ofI
81residual current testing to quickly classify a possible 
fault into a phase-earth or phase-phase type. If the 
rjsidual current is above a given preset value, an earth 
fault condition may be assumed and calculations continued 
for earth faults only. Otherwise, if the residualIcurrent is low, calculations may be continued for phase- 
phase faults only. A flow diagram is shown in Fig. 8.6. 
This technique can effectively reduce the location and 
fault resistance calculation of table 8.1 by half, whilst 
adding a small time fur testing and acting on the value 
of residual current. A time reduction of about 750 ysec 
is estimated.
The simplifications discussed here result in the 
estimated algorithm times shown in column B of table 8.1 
with a total location time T^ of 1990 ysec and a sampling 
overhead T^ as before. Then according to equation 8.36 
the calculation interval T^ with a sampling period h of 
1250 ysec evaluates to 5.41 msec.
8.5.4 Practicability
The above discussions have shown the order of speeds 
required in the implementation of a distance protection
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scheme continuously monitoring a single three phase line 
for the occurrence of each of the six types of short cir­
cuit fault. The times in table 8.1 show that it would 
be difficult to implement such a scheme on a PDPll/20 
mini^computer, in a continuous sample and location loop 
fhode, with a sufficiently high sampling rate.
the studies of using a lower location rate than sam­
pling rate give interesting results. In particular, 
with the simplifications discussed, it is envisaged that 
à Scheme using a 1.25 msec sampling rate could produce 
fàult location data for either the three phase-earth faults 
Cr the three phase-phase faults at 5,5 msec intervals.
On this basis, with a 10 msec window algorithm, a fault 
location using entirely post fault data would be produced 
in 15,5 to 21 msec. \t ■
The above times are far from ideal and the delay of 
some 5 msec between locations could place considerable 
reliance on the accuracy of one calculation when a decision 
based on several would be preferable. The times could of 
course be improved by the use of faster processors than 
the One studied.
It must be remembered also that the scheme studied 
serves only the protection needs of one line and with this 
pushing the processor to the limits of its resources little 
time is going to be available for other tasks.
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With the limitations discussed above it is perhaps 
evident that a continuously monitoring scheme of the type 
discussed may not be the most appropriate in a practical 
Situation. The next section discusses an alternative 
approach which could prove to be more realistic.
8.6 RAPID FAULT CLASSIFICATION AND MONITORING SCHEME
8,6.1 Scheme Concept
This approach follows that of other investigators, 
described in section 2.1, in adopting a rapid fault detec­
tion and Classification process to initiate an accurate 
fault monitoring algorithm only, when conditions suggest 
the existence of a particular type of fault. The tech­
nique has two main advantages over a continuously monitor­
ing scheme, firstly, during normal conditions as much 
processor time as possible is made available for non pro­
tection tasks and secondly, the fault monitor once initia­
ted looks at only one type of fault thereby achieving a 
Short re-calculation interval or enabling one processor 
to perform several concurrent protection tasks.
Briefly the scheme operates in the following manner. 
Sampling of the relaying signals is continuous and at 
every sampling interval a very simple algorithm, typically 
Of the type suggested by Mann and Morrison^^ or Rockefeller^^, 
tests the data for the possible existence of one of the six 
Short circuit faults. If the data is satisfactory, the 
processor is free to perform other functions until the 
%ext set of Sampled data arrives. If however the instan-
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tàhéôus data suggests that a fault of a particular type 
may be present then a fault monitoring loop is entered, 
Which checks the location of the suspect fault using the 
immediate and subsequent data. The location loop should 
ideally be as fast or faster than the sampling interval,
50 that successive estimates of location become rapidly 
available to verify the existence or not of the suspect 
fault within the protected zone. Fault location estimates 
should continue as long as the detection routines indicate 
an d  may extend to other fault types under dynamic fault 
Conditions. Trip commands can be issued when a sufficient 
degree of certainty over a particular fault is reached.
ît is evident that, with this approach, the finite 
transforms of voltage and current, as required in the 
finite transform distance protection technique, are not 
always readily available for a sample by sample recursive 
upd a t e  process described in section 8.3. Therefore, when 
a fault monitor is initialised at the occurrence of an 
abnormal condition, the transforms will have to be set up 
ready for recursive updating with subsequent sampled data.
The operation of the fault detection and classifica­
tion routines and subsidiary transform set up routines 
are not studied in detail, the main concern being with 
the operation and speed of the fault monitor algorithms.
8.', 6. 2 Untransposed Fault Monitor Algorithm
The arithmetic in this algorithm is similar to that 
'of thé full three phase scheme discussed in section 8.5.2,
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but reduced in quantity because calculations are limited 
to one particular type of fault.
In the three phase case, Fourier kernel weighting of 
all the signals is followed by the finite transform inte­
gration on each one. This is carried out because these 
transformed signals are each required in the calculation 
for the six types of fault. When only one type of fault 
is being considered the three current transforms are still 
required for the potential gradient transform calculations 
of equation 5.50. However, only one transform of voltage 
is required this voltage being a phase voltage for a phase 
to earth fault, or a line voltage for a phase to phase 
fault, in accordance with equation 3.55.
In equations 3.56 and 5.57 the required denominator 
terms for a phase to phase fault are expressed in terms of 
differences between phase values of line potential grad­
ients. However, this does not necessitate two calcula­
tions in the form of equation 3.50, since, by inspection, 
appropriate phase to phase values for the inductance and 
resistance vector terms may be found by linear combination 
of the corresponding phase to earth vectors. Therefore, 
the Only extra work in a phase to phase monitor over a 
phase to earth fault monitor seems to be in the evaluation 
of line voltage from the phase values and possibly, the 
subtraction of the phase current transforms for the fault 
resistance term in equation 3.57.
À flow diagram of a fault monitor scheme is shown in
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Fig, 8.7 and typical estimated times, for a PDPll/20 machine 
performing the various operations, are given in column A of 
table 8.3. As shown, on first entry it should be possible 
to set up and obtain the first location of the fault in 
less than 5.5 msec. About 3.5 msec of this time is forI!
part of the transform set up procedure which may continue 
during the first post fault observation window, whilst 
data samples are being collected. Thus, using an obser­
vation window of 10 msec, it should be possible to obtain 
an accurate fault location in about 12 msec after the 
fault inception, with a subsequent sample and location 
interval of say 1.6 msec. This is not within the target 
of a 1.25 msec sampling interval but could easily be so 
with a faster machine,
*
8.6.3 Compensated Three Phase Fault Monitor Algorithm
In section 8.6.2 an accurate, untransposed impedance 
matrix, fault location monitor was considered. The rou­
tines could be Simplified and speeded up by use again of 
the residual compensated phase current equations of appen­
dix Al. The reduced times for a compensated fault monitor, 
in column B of table 8.3, show that a sample and location 
interval of about 1 msec is possible, which is within the 
1.25 msec sample interval of an 800 Hz sampling frequency 
scheme. The reduction of the transform set up time inc­
reases the time available, within the first post fault 
window, for the fault detection and classification procedure.
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8.7 STUDIES OF PERFORMANCE IN PRACTICAL CONDITIONS
8.7.1 Offline Investigation of Practical Constraints 
In the previous sections, various simplifications and
constraints of a numerical nature were applied to the 
algorithm of the finite transform method in order to suit 
practical considerations of implementation. These con­
straints were not applied in the offline studies of chapter 
and it is the purpose of this brief study to verify 
tjat their application will not unduly affect the accuracy 
or flexibility of the technique.
I The simplifications under discussion are as follows:
1) The use of low sampling rates.
i) The use of a trapizium integration formula instead of
I
the more accurate Simpson's rule.
3) The use of the 16 bit integer, rather than floating
point, arithmetic.
4) Use of the simplified algorithm employing real or
imaginary components in the evaluation of fault 
location and fault resistance as discussed in section 
8.5.1.
In addition to the above, the effects of an anti-aliasing 
filter in connection with low sampling rates is also inves­
tigated.
8.7.2 Separation of Errors
Programs were written similar to those used in chap­
ter 7 to test the effect of the various simplifications. 
Results of the three-phase line simulation programs were
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used, again applying the simplified compensated phase 
current approach of appendix Al, It was not felt neces­
sary at this stage in the work to compare results using 
the three phase untransposed impedances and those using 
the transposed impedances with compensated phase current, 
since the results of chapter 7 show adequately that the 
latter approach yields satisfactory results with the 
transmission line studied,
I
I Precise isolation of the relative effects on accuracy 
of the various approximations is difficult. However, 
results from all the investigations show that the effects 
qf the numerical simplifications 2, 3 and 4 above are 
very small relative to those caused by variations in 
sampling rate. It is the question of sampling rate 
which is likely to be of major importance in a practical 
scheme.
Fig. 8.8 shows the result of using the same three 
phase compensated current algorithms as in chapter 7 on 
the relaying data of Figs. 7.6 and 7.7, but with a sampl­
ing rate of 800 Hz. This result compares with the 
equivalent 4 kHz sampling rate result of Fig. 7.8 and a 
deterioration in performance is clearly shown. Fig. 8.9 
shows an almost identical result using the same low samp­
ling rate of 800 Hz, but with the added simplifications 
2, 3 and 4 above, verifying that these simplifications do 
not impose any problem.
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8.7.3 Aliasing Phenomena
In section 4.1 of chapter 4, the question of sampling 
rate was discussed and it was concluded that, in order to 
avoid aliasing problems, it was necessary to ensure that 
the relaying signals contained little information at fre­
quencies above one half of the sampling frequency. A 
study of Fig. 7.6, showing the relaying voltage signals, 
indicates that this condition is not met in the case of anÎ
algorithm operating at an 800 Hz sampling frequency 
directly on the signal data. It is to be expected there­
fore that, in this case, aliasing will occur, which could




8.7.4 Filtering of Sampled Data
In order to test the aliasing affect, it was necessary 
to reduce in some way the signal content in the simulation 
data at frequencies above the nyquist rate of the protec­
tion algorithm. This could be done in the simulation 
programs by including components up to the required fre­
quency only. However, this would introduce a sharp cut 
off in the signal frequency spectrum, which would be unrep­
resentative of any filtering process capable of being 
achieved by analogue means.
As an alternative, the 4 kHz sampled simulated data
was digitally filtered by a second order Butterworth
90recursive filter with a 400 Hz cut off frequency. A 
recursive digital filter was used because of its infinite
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causal impulse response representative of an analogue 
equivalent^^. The "a" phase voltage and compensated 
current, of Figs. 7.6 and 7.8 respectively, were filtered 
to produce the signals shown in Figs. 8.10 and 8.11.
The reduction of the high frequency components is clearly 
shown in the ”a" phase voltage curves of Figs. 7.6 and 8.10.
j  8.7.5 Filtered Data Results
I The offline simplified protection algorithms were 
again applied to the filtered signals of Figs. 8.10 and 
8,11. Again the simplifications 2, 3 and'4 of section 
8>7.1 had no discernible effect, but the result using theIlow 800 Hz sampling rate was now considerably improved, 
tig. 8,12 shows the improvement in comparison with the 
equivalent unfiltered response of Fig. 8.8.
I
1
In Fig. 8.12 a very smooth response is achieved which 
is in fact better than the result from the 4 kHz sampling 
algorithm of Fig. 7.9. This improvement is probably a 
result of reducing high frequency effects in the window 
threshold terms of the algorithm, rather than in the 
finite transforms. The brief deviation near to the first 
post fault estimates may be the result of the filter res­
ponse discussed in chapter 4.
8.8 SUMMARY
In this chapter, techniques concerned with the imple­
mentation of the finite transform method of distance pro­
tection have been discussed in some depth. It has been 
shown that the method lends itself to digital recursive
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evaluation of the finite transforms and the various approa­
ches to the protection of a three phase line have been dis­
cussed. It is considered that the fault monitor, with 
rapid fault detection and classification support, is likely 
to be the most practicable arrangement provided that the 
necessary reliability in the detection algorithms can be 
achieved. The use of compensated current relationships 
i^ found to increase the speed of the location algorithms 
considerably and it is probable that, in practical situa­
tions, restrictions on processor time would justify the 
Ibss of some accuracy in the adaptation of this approach.
Studies in section 8.7 briefly verify that simplifi­
cations adopted in the implementation of a finite transform 
technique are not likely to result in a performance very 
much different from the offline observations made in,chap­
ter 7. The importance of sampling rate is however shown 
and the necessity for some anti-aliasing analogue filtering 
is clearly demonstrated.
Consideration has been given to the hardware that 
might be required in a practical scheme and the algorithm 
timings based on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDPll/20 
machine (now superceded) show that equipment approaching 
the required speed and performance is currently being made 
available. It is envisaged that with the current rapid 
development in digital technology, processing equipment 
adequately satisfying the requirements of a finite trans­
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9.1 PERFORMANCE AND POSSIBILITIES OF THE FINITE TRANSFORM 
DISTANCE PROTECTION METHOD
r
The work reported in this dissertation was initiated 
to study the general possibilities and problems in the 
application of power system digital protection techniques. 
It was however realised, very early in the study, that 
new breakthroughs in the methods of distance impedance 
measurement and rapid fault location were required in 
order to enable any significant advantages over conven­
tional techniques to be achieved. The recent move from 
time domain to frequency domain solutions has opened up 
interesting possibilities in the digital protection field 
and further pursuance of these ideas led to the develop­
ment of the finite transform spectral analysis technique 
which may provide the necessary breakthrough required.
In view of its considered importance, this new technique 
has formed the main subject of this thesis and its possi­
bilities, limitations and practicabilities have been stu­
died as a guide to any future implementation.
The finite transform technique gives the user 
theoretical freedom in the choice of observation window 
interval and extraction frequency which is an enhancement 
over previous related proposals and extends the adaptabi­
lity of the technique to suit practical conditions. ' In 
chapter 5, the interelation of these factors was discussed
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in connection with the immunity of the method to noise 
and specified line parameter errors. The analysis led 
to the development of a quasi-optimum theory by which 
the window interval may be chosen to ensure good signal 
levels at the extraction frequency used. These quasi­
optima however need not be considered as necessary con­
ditions, practical circumstances may dictate the use of 
other values giving quite adequate results. The analysis
I
ii| chapter 5 leads further to a general understanding and 
appreciation of the complex arithmetic throughout the 
algorithm and the ideas introduced may be used with
advantage in predicting the performance of the method in
•Various conditions./
I
Chapter 6 studied the serious effect that certain 
offset current conditions may have in preventing a ‘ 
reliable full impedance measurement. This important
phenomena was discussed in some detail and again a mathe­
matical analysis isolated the cause and led to a number 
of possible solutions. The discovery that a finite period 
of reliable calculation may be guaranteed before offset 
errors occur, is highly significant and this property can 
be used as the basis for a solution employing an adaptive 
algorithm of one of the types discussed. The ground work 
done in studying the phenomena suggests that the diffi­
culty can be overcome and a solution of one of the types 
discussed is likely to lead to a practical scheme.
In chapter 7 the ability of the new method to cope 
with three phase fault conditions using conventional
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residual compensated current techniques was demonstrated.
In these studies, use was made of a quasi-optimum, 10 msec 
window for an extraction frequency of 50 Hz on a SO Hz 
power system. These conditions ensure good accuracy in 
the method whilst enabling operating times significantly 
faster than other techniques to be achieved. The results 
show the effective break from dependence on the periodic
power waveform. The particular choice of window and
!
ejctraction frequency is arbitrarily related to the power 
frequency, which means that 10 msec and less operation 
times become a possibility.
I The single phase comparisons with the related Fourier 
ieries technique shows the superior performance of the 
finite transform method and the offset current studies 
particularly demonstrate the effectiveness of the window 
threshold correction terms in handling non-periodic wave­
forms. The Fourier series technique uses a window 
corresponding to the power frequency period and hence 
affords no comparison when using the very small amounts 
of information permitted by the finite transform method.
9.2 IMPLEMENTATION STUDIES
The implementation studies of chapter 8 show the 
adaptability of the finite transform method to practical 
applications. With correct arrangement the algorithm 
lends itself easily to a recursive discrete solution limit­
ing the amount of processing required at each new sampling 
interval.
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Two types of single processor scheme for single 
three phase line distance protection were considered. 
Firstly a full three phase scheme continuously monitoring 
the six types of fault was investigated and secondly, the 
more popular fault detector and classifier with a single 
switched fault locator and monitor. The timing studies 
were based on a Digital Equipment Corporation, 16 bit, 
PpPll/20 mini-computer having 5 general registers, a 2.3 
y^ec instruction time and a 1.5 ysec core access time.
W^th this machine a full three phase six fault untrans- 
pLsed line monitor loop cycle time was estimated to be 
a^out 5 msec. This time reduced to 3 msec with the use 
<l>f single phase transposed line impedances, residual com­
pensated current and a residual current check for earth
or phase faults. Such a loop time is too slow for a
!
continuously monitoring scheme and a much faster proces­
sor would be required for an implementation of this type. 
However, computer tecnnology is developing rapidly anc 
single processors approaching the required speed are 
becoming available.
The alternative proposal of a fault detector, classi­
fier and monitor hierarchy is perhaps more realistic in 
terms of current technology. An untransposed single 
fault monitor loop of 1.53 msec was estimated in chapter 8 
and this reduces to 0.92 msec with the use of single phase 
transposed impedances and compensated current. Flexibi­
lity in processor time is required with this type of 
scheme because of the detection, classification and
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general house-keeping routine overheads. Only a limited 
investigation has been made and the different variations 
of software design could affect considerably the overall 
requirement. However, it is conceivable that such a 
scheme could be made to work with the use of currently
available equipment.
!
I Many interacting factors economic, reliability, and
I
operational can influence choice in the final arrangement
o^.a practical scheme and the investigations reported
1
sprve as a useful guide to what might be achieved in 
piractice.
/ '
^.5 POWER SYSTEM SIMULATION AND PROTECTION SCHEME TESTING 
I The demonstrated sensitivity of the finite transform
distance protection technique to high frequency travelling
I
wave phenomena shows the importance of accuracy in the 
power system simulation techniques used for testing pur­
poses. The recent developments in frequency domain simu­
lation methods have enabled this accuracy to be achieved 
and, through this technique, ic is possible to faithfully 
represent the complex transient voltages and currents in 
the few moments before and after a fault incidence. The 
availability of such facilities is vitally important to 
the development and testing of high speed sensitive relay­
ing schemes.
A problem existing with most simulation methods is 
the means by which the simulated data may be tested for 
reliability, since the availability of suitable real
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system test data for comparison purposes is small. Stu­
dies of the type reported here however have a twofold 
outcome, firstly the testing and development of equipment 
which is to use the actual data and secondly, because of 
the agreement with expected results, the general verifi­
cation of the means by which the data is simulated. As 
1
mentioned several times, some small areas of disagreementj
have occurred which have motivated a more detailed criti­
cal look at the techniques involved and in this regard
the two areas of study can complement one another with
I
tèwàrding consequence. These protection scheme studies 
hkve also served as a useful indication of the type of 
data required from simulation procedures and further 
developments are progressing in the light of this work.
*
The work has demonstrated the usefulness of mini­
computer installations with good interactive graphics 
facilities in the development and testing of new ideas. 
Such a system is valuable in the use of digitally simula­
ted, Stored and reproduced fault waveforms and already a 
considerable bank of fault data has been built up which 
may be readily called upon for future investigations.
-9_.4. FUTURE WORK
In this work a study of the finite transform distance 
protection technique has been made with the intention of 
establishing theoretical limits and practical viability. 
The investigations have opened up many avenues of further 
work towards both short term and long term objectives.
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Thèse avenues could be broadly classified under the three 
headings of implementation, further development and long 
têtiii applications.
Thé implementation work must pursue the practical 
matters of achieving a workable scheme. The investiga­
tions made show the many possibilities of hardware and 
Software arrangements which require further study. As 
Stated in chapter 6 practical factors, in particular, are 
iikèly to influence the techniques adopted for overcoming 
thé offset error problem.
Further development embraces the consolidation of 
existing proposals, modifications to suit practical opera­
tion, and rigorous performance studies. As an example,
no consideration has been given to operation problems in
}
reverse faults or zero voltage conditions. For problems 
Of this nature, the standard techniques of sound phase 
Veitage injection and memory action are likely to be 
required and must undergo rigorous tests.
Wore work needs to be carried out in the search for 
reliable fault detection and classification algorithms.
Any scheme employing this method must be carefully designed 
and dovetailed together.
-Further development -should also include a deeper 
Study Of transposition assumption errors. The investiga­
tions have shown that it is feasible to implement a full 
threo ÿhase untranspOsed impedance measurement scheme and
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the advantages of this approach over the more approximate 
transposed impedance, compensated current schemes require 
further investigation.
Rigorous testing of any complete scheme must be 
carried out in order to determine performance in the most 
onerous of system conditions. These tests should ini­
tially be directed at establishing, in practical terms, 
the advantages in speed and accuracy offered by the new 
mjthod over conventional schemes,
! Long term work involves the application of the new 
technique in the more difficult areas of power system 
protection, notably long line situations, and the incor­
poration of new refinements that a digital processing 
capability affords. In relation to long lines, the 
flexibility in extraction frequency and window width 
introduces possibilities in choosing parameters to over­
come the non-linear relationship between line impedance 
and distance and the effects of series capacitance in 
such situations. New refinements include the possibility 
of correcting for remote source infeed with the aim of 
overcoming underreach in high resistance fault conditions.
Many more areas of further work spring to mind 
developing from these promising rudimentary studies of 
the finite transform distance protection technique. The 
investigations reported here serve as a useful indication 
of possible applications and the need for more work in 
this field. The results, ideas and proposals put forward
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should guide future work and the finite transform method 
should help to give the necessary stimulus to a much more 
determined look at digital protection applications.
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APPENDIX A.l
THREE PHASE TRANSPOSED LINE EXPRESSIONS
Al.l COMPENSATION OF PHASE CURRENTS
The phase potential gradients along a three phase 
transmission line are given by equations of type 3.50 in 
chapter 3. Such equations may be rearranged in the form
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"a = "aa + (‘̂ aa + :*“"aa) "ar(..a,6)
where is the sound phase compensated current given by
"ar ' "a + ’'ab "b + ^ac "c" A"'*
If further the transposed line relationship
^ a b  “ ^ a c  = % c b  = k  A l ' l O
holds then equation A1.9 may be expressed in the form
("a  ̂ "r Ï & )iar = (1-k) U .  + i, TTPl Al.ll
= (1-k) AI.12
Where i^ is the residual current given by the expression
ir = "a + "b + "c \A1-13
and ig^^ is the residual compensated phase current given by
"arc = "a + "r À '
Expression A1.8 may now be written in the form
"a = "l "arc]'^„ + "arc(..a,6) A1.15
where and are the positive sequence resistance and 
inductance per unit length of line given by the relationship
R^ = (1-k) R^^ A1.16
= (1-k) A1.17
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Al.2 PHASE EARTH FAULTS
If it is assumed that for a phase ”a" earth fault the 
residual current is equal to the faulted phase current, 
equation A1.14 may be rearranged into the form
"a = iarc(l-k)' ^1.18
Hence if the finite transform of residual compensated
current I , is used in the numerator of equationarc(üi,a,3j
3.51 the value of fault resistance calculated Rc will bexac ^
of the form
Rfac = (1-k) & a  AI.19
and with the above modifications the conventional use of 
compensated quantities reduces the three phase earth fault 
distance calculations to the single phase form of equation 
3.41. The simplified form of equation 3.42 may thuÈ be 
applied giving the relationship
^ * ^a(o),a,3) ^Ta ^arc(w,a,3)
f"arc(8) ® ■ "arc(a) ® * ^“^arcCoj.a.B))
A1.20
where R^^ = DR^ + (1-k) R^^. A1.21
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Al.3 PHASE TO PHASE FAULTS
For phase to phase faults equation 3.55 of chapter 3 
holds which may be written in the form
^bc(w,a,3) ^fbc ^ ̂ b (üj,a, 3} ^c(w,a,3)j/^ ^^b ^^c
A1.22
if the condition
iy = -i^ A1.23
hilds. Now the residual current i is zero for a phase
i • ' ^tp phase fault therefore using relationships equivalent 
to equation A1.15 and A1.14 for phases ”b" and ”c" equationI
A1.22 may be reduced to the form





where ^ is the finite transform of i^^ given by
the expression
"be “ "b - "c- Al-25
Equation A1.24 may be rearranged into the form
^ ^bc(w,o,3) ^Tbc ^bc(w,a,3)
"1 ^ibc(B) ® ■ "bc(a) ® * ^“"bc(u,a,B)j
A1.26
where % b c  " ^^1  ̂ ^fbc/^ * A1.2 7
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Both equations Al.26 and Al.20 are in the form of 
the single phase equation 3.42 and the single phase 
relationships may be applied in the three phase fault 
case with the use of phase voltage and residual compensated 
current for earth faults and line voltage with the differ­
ence of phase currents for phase to phase faults.
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APPENDIX A.2
D E R I V A T I O N  OF THE LOCI OF FINITE 
T R A N S F O R M  D I S T A N C E  P RO TEC T I ON TERMS
A2.1 SIMPLIFIED NETWORK VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS
Consider the simplified network shown in Fig. A2.1 
representing a zero impedance power source of instantaneous 
sinusoidal voltage given by
I V = sin w^t. A2.1
By simple solution of the network differential equation 
when the fault occurs the line current i is given by the
sum of a steady state component i^^ and a transient compo­
nent i^ in the form
i  =  i s s  -  i f  A 2 . 2
!
The steady state component is given by the expression
"ss = "sm K "  - A 2 . 3
|Z|wo = A2.5
and <j> = tan (w L/R) A2.6
and the transient component by
-^(t-t o)
"t °""sm (“o tf - e A2.7
where is the time of the fault. These components of
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current are shown in Fig. A2.2. Equations A2.3 and A2.7 
are valid only for t  ̂ t^.
A2.2 FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF VOLTAGE
Consider a window of centre t and width T moving 
along the waveforms. The finite Fourier transform of 
voltage between the limits of the window is given by
t+T/2
t-T/2
where t is a dummy variable and ’*a” is an arbitrary factor 
introduced to account for a phase difference between the 
waveforms v and the Fourier kernel e
Letting u = r-t A2.9
equation A2.8 may be written
T/2
(00,t-T/2,t+T/2) ' \  J  *2.8
t-T/2,t+T/2) \ J  sin (u^(t+i))e 3w((t+u)+a)
-T/2 A2.10




1   , \ 
f  f -j(wQ+w]u jw^t j(wQ-w)u)
l i e  e - e e /f / le ' " "  du
-T/2 A2.11
with the solution
V = V e-jw(t+a)
t-T/2,t+T/2) ''m (B+A) sin(œ^t)-j (B-A) cos (to^t)J
A2.12
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where A = sin
A2.13
0,0 + 0)
in[̂ (o3o“0i) ijB = s I ' o ' z I
A2.14
(ÜQ - w
With the Fourier kernel moving with the window the factor 
is of the form
I a = c + t A2.15
with ”c" a constant, and equation A2.11 has an elliptical 
locus with variation of time t as shown in Fig, A2.3.
I
A2.3 FINITE TRANSFORM OF STEADY STATE CURRENT
!
I The steady state current of equation A2.3 is sinusoi­
dal but delayed behind the voltage by phase angle (f). The
).equivalent of equation A2.8 is given by
t+T/2
"ss(oj,t-T/2,t+T/2) ° "sm J
t-T/2 A2.16
Tfor t > t^ + Y 
which has the solution
"ss(w,t-T/2,t+T/2)
"sm ® ■ju(t+a) |^B-A)cos(wQt-*)+j(A+B)sin(wQt-*^| A2.17
with A and B given by equations A2.13 and A2.14. The 
locus of equation A2.17 is again shown in Fig. A2.3 for
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the condition given by equation A2&15. If ”a” is a con­
stant the loci in Fig, A2»3 are modified by rotation of 
thé ellipse clockwise with angular frequency w and if
w = A2.18o
the loci will be straight lines. With a window width T
ééhtrèd oh time t the post fault current transform equa-
r
tiohs are valid for t % ^ ^hly,
A2j«-4,_.FlKiTE....TRANSFORM OF_TRAN_SIENT CURRENT
The finite transform Of the transient current given 
by équation À2,7 is in thé form.
t+T/2 „t -r(T-tf) -jw(T + a) 
t+T/2) ^ ‘"sffi y  ® ® ‘"■f
t-T/2 A2.19
MVihg thé solution \
) ■
$(tf+ï-t) jü)(î-t-a)
*t(»>t-T/2,t+T/2) ■= '"ism e e " -
(R + jwL)
'{|+3m)T
1 - é A2.20
With thé condition given by equation A2.15 equation 
À2.20 represents a phasOr of constant phase but decaying 
Ihaghitude with time constant L/R.
À2.. 5 FINITE_TMNSmRMjDF, TOTAL_CURRENT
Thé total post fault current is given by equation A2.2 
and by deduction thé transform of total current is given by 
%um Of the transforms Of steady state current and
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transient current given by equations A2.17 and A2.19 in 
the form
"(ü),t-T/2,t+T/2) ° "ss(w,t-T/2,t+T/2) "t(w,t-T/2,t+T/2).
A2.21
The loci of the total current transform is therefore 
the steady state ellipse or circle of equation A2.17 offset 
from the origin by the complex transient phasor of equa­
tion A2.20. This is illustrated in Fig. A2.4.
A2.6 EFFECT OF TRANSIENT CURRENT ON THE LINE POTENTIAL 
DROP PER UNIT LENGTH
In the distance calculation formula 3.44 of chapter 3 
the transform of line potential drop per unit length U is 
expressed from equations 3.41 and 3.42 with the addition 
of the phase shift factor ”a” in the form *'
" = "l ["(6) - "(a) (R^+j.Lj
A2.22
where for a window width T centred on time t
a = t-T/2 A2.23
3 = t+T/2. A2.24
R^ and Lĵ  are the resistance and inductance per unit length 
respectively. The contribution of the transient current 
in equation A2.22, U^, may be written as the sum of two 
components in the form
Ut = A2.25
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where is the continuous transformed transient current tc
term expressed by
"•tc " It(w,t-T/2,t+T/2) A2.26






Expanding equation A2.27 using equation A2.7 we obtain
R“L(t-tf) -jw(t+a)
o"f
RT .(dT RT .(dT 
_,L2 A2.28
which simplifies to the form




By comparison with equation A2.20 equation A2.29 may be 
expressed







where D is the line length to the fault. Hence from
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equation A2.26 and A2.30 the effect of the transient 
current component on the transform of line voltage drop 
given by equation A2.25 is zero.




HIGH RESISTANCE FAULT C AL CU LA TIO NS
-A3.1 SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT IMPEDANCES
The positive, negative and zero phase sequence com­
ponents (0, 1 and 2) of a three phase system of currents 
UrO related to the phase currents a, b and c by the 
relationship
A3.1I ” — ”t ' I 'a 0
b 1
c 2̂





and h is the complexor lz.120 
obtain:








1 1 1 A3.4
1 h h^
1 h^ h .
Writing the three phase line equation 3.46 of chapter 
5 in the form







the application of the transform A5.1 to the impedance 
matrix gives the symmetrical component impedance matrix 
in the form
Where
M . .b.c M A3.6
'Zo> 0 , 0 * A3.7
0 , Zi, 0
0 , 0 , Z;




A3,._2_,_ RESIDUAL COMPENSATED RELAYING CURRENT SIGNALS
• An earth fault relay is supplied with phase voltage 
and residual compensated current I^^^, given according to 
equation A1.14 of appendix A1 in the form
" "a + "c ("a " "b " "c) *3.11
where
kc = _2_ = Zm/Zg
I - Zm/Z;
A3.12
Using equation A3.8 and A3.9, equation A3.12 may be 
written in the form
A3.13
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which for convenience is usually approximated by the 
expression
- 1
and using equation A3.3 equation A3.11 reduces to:
A3.14
^arc ^a * 0 - 1 A3.] 5
A3.5 HIGH RESISTANCE EARTH FAULT
Consider Fig. A3.1, showing two synchronous power 
sources X and y , with impedances and Z^^, coupled by 
a 3 phase line, with impedances Z^^ and Z^^, faulted at 
a point F. if the two power sources are in phase then, 
for an earth fault on the '*a" phase of impedance at 
point F , the system positive, negative and zero impedance
q 2networks may be connected as shown in Fig. A3.2
The ’"a’” phase earth fault relay at point P is supplied 
with phase voltage and residual compensated current 
^arc^ The relay voltage is given by the expression
^ar ^xZO ^xO ^ ^x%l ^xl ^ ^xZ2 *x2 yO- 
A3.16
Where suffixes 0,*1 and 2 denote the appropriate symmetri­
cal component quantities. The relay current is given, 
TrOm equations A3.13 and A3-.1, in the form
'XZO
'xZl
- 1 'xO A3.17
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wliich rearranges to: 
Iarc xl ^x2 ^ 'xZO
'xZl
xO A3.18
The relay measures an impedance given by:
Z = V /I ar ar arc A3.19
whicli, from equations A3.18 and A3.16, may be written
%ar " ^xZl (^xO ^x^o/^xZl * ^xl * ^x2 ^x^Z^^xZl) * [l^o + x̂i)
x̂O ^xZc/^xZl x̂l  ̂ x̂2
A3.20
If the transposed line equations A3.9 and A3.10 hold for 
the lines and sources, the relationships
^xll " ^xZ2 A3. 21
h i  " h 2







______ IZyZO * ^ysO-'_________






"h "  ( h n  ' h u  * hsi) •
A3.4 HIGH RESISTANCE INTERPHASE FAULT
For an interphase fault of impedance between
phases ”b'’ and ”c’* at point F in Fig. A3.1, the system 
sequence impedance networks may be connected as shown in 
Fig. A3.3 from which we obtain:
h i  = h 2  A3.26
h i  = h 2  A3.27
An interphase fault relay at point R is supplied 
with the line voltage given by:
hci = h r  - h r  Ai. 29
= h z b  - h z c  + h b  - Vfc A3.30
where suffixes xt ref^r to the line potential drop between 
the relay position and the fault. Using relationships 
A3.1, A3.26 to A3.28 and the equivalence of positive and 
negative impedances throughout the transposed network, 
equation A3.30 reduces to the form
h e r  "i ^xl * ^fbc bxl * ŷl̂ ] * A3.31
The relaying current is derived from the difference of
phase currents in the form
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^bcr ^xb ^xc A3.32
which using equations A3.1, A3.26 and A3.27 reduces to 
the form
Ibcr = -2 Ixi . . A3.33
Hence the relay measures an impedance given by
! Zbcr “ = Zxll + ^  ^ ^
bcr
which from Fig. A3.3 may be written:
Zbcr “ ZxZl + ^ 1 + ^xtl * ^xsl 







In general, in order to cater for the continuous 
monitoring nature of a finite transform distance protec­
tion scheme, as discussed in section 8.3 of chapter 8, 
aiji integration method is required in the recursive form
^  3~h a 3
ii^(x) = /  f(x) - /  f(x) + /  f(x) A4.1 






Q = /  f(x) - f f(x) • A4.3
3“h a-h
For the method defined by equation 8.19 of section 8,3, 
the integral over one interval is approximated by the 
expression
3
/  f(x) 0 h A4.4
3“h
giving;
Q = h • A4.5
This is an approximate forward difference formula and the 
error per interval ê is of an order given by^^*^^
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2= I f'(x) • A4.5
A4.2 MID POINT RULE
This is a half range formula in which the integral 
over two half intervals is given by the expression
B+h/2/3“h/2 f(x) = f(6)  ̂ A4.7
and the total integration is performed between two mid 
interval points giving the same progressive update term 
as equation A4.5. By shifting the integral limits one 
half interval, much better accuracy over the previous 
method is achieved, given by
f  = §4 ^"(x) • ^4-G
This formula would be well suited to the finite 
transform technique because of the accuracy and the 
simplicity of a resulting algorithm. However, because 
it is a half range formula the observation window extends 
between mid-sampling intervals and the end ordinates, as 
required for the fault location window threshold correction 
terms, are not available. This limitation encumbers the 
adaptation of the formula in a finite transform distance 
protection scheme.
A4.3 TRAPEZIUM RULE
The trapezium rule is a central difference formula 
defined by the expression
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3
/  "(X) - 2 • "(B)
3""h 
from which:
! Q ' I  (̂ C6-h) + f(6) - ^a-h) - f(.)) A4.10
93 94and having an error per interval given by *
° &  "̂(x) • A4.11
According to equation A4.11 the trapizium rule is less 
accurate than the mid point rule and more processing is 
required at each progressive interval according to equa­
tion A4.10. However, the formula is practicable because 
the window extends over a whole number of sampling inter­
vals and end ordinates are availaole for the thresholdt
correction terms.
A4.4 SIMPSONS RULE
Simpsons integration formula is defined over two 
intervals and therefore a progressive integral window 
must proceed over two sample intervals at each step, 
expressible in the form
3 3-2h
/^(X) ° I  f(x) A4.12
a a-2h
where 2Q is given by:
'-164 -
2Q = I (^CB-2h) + 4f(g-h) + f(B))
"I (f(o-2h) * 4f(a_h) * f(a)) ' A4.13
This formula gives a very small error for each interval 
given by:
^ f'Cx) A4.14
which is better than all the previous formulae considered. 
However, equation A4.13 shows that the update processing 
required at each step in a progressive scheme is consi­
derable and would probably require an overhead which would 
not be justified by the gain in accuracy.
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